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• A New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice •The third volume of Simon Callow’s
acclaimed Orson Welles biography, covering the period of his exile from America (1947–1964),
when he produced some of his greatest works, including Touch of EvilIn One-Man Band, the
third volume in his epic and all-inclusive four-volume survey of Orson Welles’s life and work, the
celebrated British actor Simon Callow again probes in comprehensive and penetrating detail
into one of the most complex, contradictory artists of the twentieth century, whose glorious
triumphs (and occasional spectacular failures) in film, radio, theater, and television introduced a
radical and original approach that opened up new directions in the arts. This volume begins with
Welles’s self-exile from America, and his realization that he could function only to his own
satisfaction as an independent film maker, a one-man band, in fact, which committed him to a
perpetual cycle of money raising. By 1964, he had filmed Othello, which took three years to
complete; Mr. Arkadin, the most puzzling film in his output; and a masterpiece in another genre,
Touch of Evil, which marked his one return to Hollywood, and like all too many of his films was
wrested from his grasp and reedited. Along the way he made inroads into the fledgling medium
of television and a number of stage plays, of which his 1955 London Moby-Dick is considered by
theater historians to be one of the seminal productions of the century. His private life was as
spectacularly complex and dramatic as his professional life. The book reveals what it was like to
be around Welles, and, with an intricacy and precision rarely attempted before, what it was like
to be him, answering the riddle that has long fascinated film scholars and lovers alike: Whatever
happened to Orson Welles?

“Supremely intelligent. . . . Callow is giving Robert A. Caro a run for his money. . . . he’s right to
suspect that the conventional career Welles botched might have turned him into ‘just . . . another
filmmaker.’ . . . no previous biographer has so expertly and convincingly analyzed Welles the
creative dynamo. . . . Considering how often this period of Welles's life has been portrayed as
one frustration or defeat after another, the fecundity of what he did achieve is astonishing.”—Tom
Carson, The New York Times Book Review“Simon Callow’s Welles books are an astonishing
achievement, the full equal of Robert Caro’s granular investigations of Lyndon Johnson . . . . In
the years since Welles’s death in 1985, many books about him have filled their pages with
varying degrees of pedantic journalism, but Simon Callow’s prose is something to bask in. The
distinguished actor and director understands Welles the way Welles understood Falstaff. His
tone is sympathetic, often amused and occasionally aghast. ‘One senses something archaic
about him,’ Mr. Callow writes. ‘He behaves like some great tribal chieftain, a warlord of art, riding
roughshod over the niceties of conventional behaviour.’ . . . Cumulatively, Mr. Callow’s books
imply that Welles’s Achilles’ heel, other than a chronic psychological bias toward chaos, might



have been a fear of intimacy. There is almost nothing in these books about Welles having any
deep emotional attachment to any of his three wives—let alone the mistresses who arrived and
departed via revolving door. . . . One-Man Band is the richest as well as the best of Mr. Callow’s
three books on the protean rogue he chose as his subject. It is the author’s monument, his
Chimes at Midnight.”—Scott Eyman, The Wall Street Journal “For would-be biographers, Orson
Welles is the colossus on the horizon that grows larger—and more incomprehensible—the
nearer you approach. [One-Man Band is] richly detailed and immensely readable [and]
emphasiz[es] the significant artistic achievements of this period and the reasons why they were
undervalued . . . . What makes Callow’s biography so exciting is that he’s not willing to reduce
Welles to a formula: misunderstood genius, for example, or self-destructive egotist.”—Charles
Matthews, The Washington Post “There is a special risk in writing about Orson Welles. The
dimension may get a little out of hand, as if they had to mime the physical size and imaginative
reach of the subject. . . . Callow’s version of Welles as an epistemological teaser is a sort of
celebration: ‘It is acutely enjoyable to watch Welles in the process of working up his version of
his own history, trying on the variants for size, until he settles on the most colorful one.’ . . . Callow
is a very good critic. . . . He wants to ‘describe’ Welles, not ‘judge’ him, but his biographical quest
is more romantic, its object a ‘great natural phenomenon,’ and his view has ‘changed somewhat,’
he says, since his first volume. Then he was correcting myths about Welles, now he is ‘inclined
to believe that the man was the myth—or rather that he grew into his own myth.’ The myth over
time becomes less of a disguise and more of a piece of evidence.”—Michael Wood, The New
York Review of Books “Simon Callow has become the preeminent chronicler of the life and times
of Orson Welles. Over three sprawling biographies, Callow has traced Welles’ rise, fall, and
years in the Hollywood wilderness. Orson Welles: One-Man Band, Callow’s latest book, follows
the multihyphenate from 1948 to 1965. It’s a period of self-exile, one that finds the Citizen Kane
director scrambling to cobble together money in Europe for films such as Macbeth and Othello
that are daring and intermittently brilliant, but often show signs of their troubled birth and shoe-
string budgets. It also recounts the making of two of Welles’ signature films—the pulpy and
galvanizing Touch of Evil and the revelatory Chimes at Midnight, perhaps the most kinetic
Shakespeare cinematic adaptation of all time.”—Brent Lang, Variety “During that time. . . . Welles
was something of a chameleon and certainly a contradictory figure in both private and public life,
which Callow doesn’t shy away from. Other books on Welles continue to come out, each with its
own raison d’être, but it is unlikely anyone will attempt a biography as detailed or intimate as this
one in our lifetime.”—Leonard Maltin, IndieWire “Callow is acutely qualified to elucidate the
professional obstacles Welles faced. . . . Welles may have been half-mad, but he was also a
genius, brimming with ideas. When he played Harry Lime in The Third Man, he came up with the
‘cuckoo clock’ speech his character gives at an amusement park, arguably the most memorable
scene in the movie. And when Universal hired him to direct a potboiler, he spun straw into gold
with Touch of Evil, a stylish indictment of racism and police brutality in a border town that is even
more timely today. . . . At heart, Welles was an independent filmmaker, the granddaddy of them



all, perhaps. He preferred chaos and freedom to the security and conformity of the studio
system. Usually this required him to demean himself to raise money. . . . Still, one has to praise
the commitment to his personal art, which remained unflagging despite multiple setbacks. . . .
Callow sees him as a one-man band, and that he was, indeed. But Jean Cocteau offered a more
revealing description, capturing the loneliness of a misunderstood visionary: ‘a solitary
surrounded by humanity.’”—Ariel Gonzalez, The Miami Herald “Most of what’s written about
Orson Welles—the Kenosha-born giant of theater, radio and movies—centers on his boy-genius
period. . . . In many ways, the period covered in One-Man Band shows Welles at his most
interesting, and most frustrating. He was on his own, free at last. Unfortunately, getting the
financing to make that viable was as big a challenge as the work itself, and it didn’t help that his
need to be larger than life made him as many enemies as it did admirers. Like many of the
people and players in Welles’ orbit, Callow wrestles with his fascination with Welles, in whom
flashes of genius are balanced against really, really bad behavior—like a king in exile ‘who still
considered himself king,’ according to one Hollywood director Welles worked with, Richard
Fleischer. In this period of his life, more than any other, Welles’ fevered mind cooked up
productions that seemed to defy the laws of arts and pop-culture physics. . . . Through it all,
Callow shows that Welles defied easy analysis or explanation. ‘It is characteristic of many of
Welles’ commentators that they select one or other of the many Welleses as quintessential,’
Callow accurately writes, ‘but the mystery of the man is that all the Welleses co-exist; all are
true.’”—Chris Foran, Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel “The literature of Orson Welles is, by now,
almost as large as the man himself used to be. In the large Wellesian library, he is usually under
consideration by film intellectuals. . . . What makes Callow so special in the bursting Wellesian
canon is the point of view of a British working repertory actor – a fellow who, according to fable,
first came to the theater to work in Olivier’s box office. . . . [after Citizen Kane and The
Magnificent Ambersons, Welles] was a symbol of self-indulgence and chaotic decline, which is
why Callow is so valuable about this period of Welles’ life, from 1947 to 1964. It was during this
period that Welles made Touch of Evil, sometimes playfully hyperbolized as the greatest B movie
of all time, and the Falstaff film that is often considered Welles’ masterpiece (especially by
actors), Chimes at Midnight. It is both Callow’s chutzpah and cunning to imagine Welles from the
inside. Take this about Welles’ misbehavior after appearing in Richard Fleischer’s Compulsion:
‘He behaves badly; he apologizes. It is a recurring pattern, though he rarely apologizes to
anyone without power. Mostly, what it is is a matter of status. He is being humiliated, diminished,
disrespected in some way.’ Callow GETS Orson Welles.”—Jeff Simon, Buffalo News (Editor’s
Choice) “These are rich days to be a fan of Orson Welles. . . . Thirty-one years after his death,
Welles’ reputation as an innovative director of film and theater has never been greater. At least a
dozen books have been published on his life and art in the past two years. Perhaps the most
critically acclaimed has been the enthralling, obsessively detailed multi-volume biography by
Simon Callow. . . . The most important achievement of this biography is that it upends the myth of
the post-Kane slide into irrelevance. The chapter on Touch of Evil, for example, helped me to



appreciate that complex crime film in thrilling new ways. One-Man Band concludes with the
release of Chimes at Midnight, the glorious amalgamation of ‘history plays’ that showcase
Shakespeare’s greatest comic creation, Sir John Falstaff. Boisterous and magniloquent, a thorn
in the side of authority, Falstaff was the role Welles seemed always destined to play.”—Sam
Shapiro, Charlotte Observer “Hugely entertaining . . . The frantic pace at which Welles lived his
life and produced his art—the good, great and frustratingly unsuccessful—is a roller coaster ride
of ego, appetite and genius. What gives Callow’s work such vivid life is not only the man, Welles,
and his fantastic ideas, projects, and unending search for some kind of perfection, it is how
Callow realizes and relates that in so many ways Welles was his own worst enemy. But perhaps
—I think the author would agree—that was all to the best, in the end? Orson Welles would not
have been nearly as fascinating disturbing, thrilling and motivated had everything turned out
exactly right—the financing, the actors, the un-ending resistance from studios. Callow’s chapters
on Touch of Evil alone are worth the price of this colorful, extraordinarily intelligent and
deliciously realistic glimpse at a genuine visionary who was perhaps too inspired for his own
good.”—Liz Smith, New York Social Diary “Riveting and wonderfully wrought . . . An immersive,
engaging, and immensely readable portrait of Welles, revealing a complicated man and
innovative artist whose own life mirrored the Shakespearian tragedies of which he was so
fond.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Juicy, provocative latest installment in the
comprehensive life of a self-destructive genius. . . . Callow, with his own extensive theatrical
background, remains Welles’ most astute observer, with an unerring sense of both his subject’s
brilliance as a visual artist and the comparable limitations of his (often hammy) performances.
Welles rightly imagined that people would never stop writing about him after he died. Callow
continues to set the standard in this increasingly crowded field.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred
review) “Despite the endless volumes written on the legendary Orson Welles, no one has
captured his life in such detail and intimate perspective as acclaimed film and theater actor/
director Callow. . . . Callow’s remarkable approach renders a more personally guided and
analyzed survey of Welles’s accomplishments than a traditional chronicle. Applying his
knowledge of film and theater, he supplies a viewpoint that is different from other
biographers. . . . The audience for an intense, multivolume portrait of Welles [will] devour this
literate and engaging book.”—Library Journal“In this third volume of his robust biography, Simon
Callow states that the bulk of his subject’s work was ‘an exercise . . . in gigantism’. Everything
about Welles—his appetites, his energies, his stature—was vast, the marks of a man who filled
space without needing heels. In tribute, Callow has allowed his writing to expand, resulting in a
biography as huge as if it had been fed a Welles-style diet of roasted chicken and foie gras. . . .In
every way, Callow has captured his subject as he wants him: not a shadow in a doorway, not an
actor behind a prosthetic nose, not a dying big beast, but ‘alive and kicking’ and, as Dietrich
says in Touch of Evil, ‘some kind of a man.’”—Victoria Segal, The Sunday Times (UK) “This still
unrolling biography is a magnificent achievement. Never does a word seem out of place. Callow
illuminates strange byways as well as giving fresh, rounded assessments of the key projects. As



you would expect from a stage interpreter of Dickens, he is a master of revealing character —
and Welles, for all his flaws, was not short of that.”—Christopher Silvester, Financial Times “[One
of] the year’s most entertaining biography is Orson Welles: One-Man Band. . . . This wonderfully
vivid account of Welles’s tireless exploits in theatre, radio, film, television and even ballet is
compulsive reading. Only an actor, director and writer as gifted and ebullient as Callow could
have found the nerve to do this. Callow becomes Welles and, strangely, Welles almost becomes
Callow.”—Robert McCrum, The Observer (Books of the Year 2015) “Callow writes with energy
and purpose . . . Welles in his middle years is a more engaging prospect than most artists at a
similar point, because he always appears much larger than life—seems, indeed, more of a
fictional character than a real one. He has been lucky to have Callow as a biographer, balancing
warmth with scepticism, fondness with reproof. . . . His account of Welles, perhaps inadvertently,
illustrates a truth about some actors: they are essentially children, raised on encouragement and
endearments, spoon-fed their lines which they perfect in the creche of rehearsal, then perform
for the approval of their adult audience. . . . Callow calls him an ‘Infant Prodigy’, with a
temperament to match: he never learned to play nicely with others. It was Orson’s show, or no
one’s.”—Anthony Quinn, The Guardian “[Callow] is as critically astute about [Welles’s] good
performances in bad films, even his bad performances in good films, as anyone. But he is doing
something else. He is taking the man for all he represents in the culture of Hollywood and
Europe, in the theatre of his day, as a pioneer of television arts programmes and chat shows,
and as a force of nature, a phenomenon, an incomparable bravura personality (as Kenneth
Tynan called him), a walking (just about) compendium of enthusiasms, obsessions, friendships,
frustrations and sheer lust for spinning out a ribbon of dreams with, as he said, ‘the best electric
train set a boy ever had’. And Callow does this by recognising in Welles someone so rare, and
so reprehensibly admirable, that his modus operandi—guzzling, drinking, travelling from Rome
to the South of France by cab for a party, spending money he doesn't have, smoking implausibly
long cigars, wheedling, harrumphing, shooting and editing through the night, romancing and
revelling—is as marvellous as the best of his work; the life, in fact, is the work, and inseparable
from it. . . . Callow continuously strikes to the quick and the essential in Welles.”—Michael
Coveney, The Independent (UK) “Simon Callow’s third volume of his definitive biography,
spanning a typically busy period between 1947 and 1966, shows the actor-director-writer-
magician-raconteur at his most charming and his most obnoxious. He had so many enemies, it
seems, because he made them compulsively. His bullshit threshold was low, unless the bullshit
was his own bullshit.”—Yo Zushi, New Statesman (UK)“Riveting and wonderfully wrought . . . An
immersive, engaging, and immensely readable portrait of Welles, revealing a complicated man
and innovative artist whose own life mirrored the Shakespearian tragedies of which he was so
fond.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)Praise for Orson Welles, Volume 2: Hello
Americans“Animated by a brisk intelligence . . . He shapes and interprets his material and with
panache places his story in rich context.”—The Atlantic Monthly “Mr. Callow, a divine and witty
actor, is also a gifted writer. . . . The sparkling second volume is a rollercoaster.”—The Wall Street



Journal “Unfailingly intelligent and well written . . . Callow’s portrait is so vivid and three-
dimensional.”—VarietyPraise for Orson Welles, Volume 1: The Road to Xanadu“This riveting,
revealing portrait of the legendary director and star is unlikely to be surpassed.”—Los Angeles
Times Book Review “A wonderfully readable, sharp, shrewd and evenhanded biography . . .
Callow is a witty and feeling biographer.”—Chicago Tribune “Callow is in control all the way.”—
The New York Times Book Review--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the
AuthorSIMON CALLOW is an actor, director and writer. He has appeared on the stage and in
many films, including the hugely popular Four Weddings and a Funeral. His books include Being
an Actor, Shooting the Actor, Love is Where it Falls, the first two volumes of his three-volume life
of Orson Welles, his theatrical memoir My Life in Pieces, and, most recently, the highly
acclaimed Charles Dickens and the Great Theatre of the World. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.
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By Simon CallowBEING AN ACTORSHOOTING THE ACTORCHARLES LAUGHTON: A
DIFFICULT ACTORORSON WELLES: THE ROAD TO XANADUORSON WELLES: HELLO
AMERICANSLOVE IS WHERE IT FALLSMY LIFE IN PIECESCHARLES DICKENS AND THE
GREAT THEATRE OF THE WORLDVIKINGAn imprint of Penguin Random House LLC375
Hudson StreetNew York, New York 10014Copyright © 2015 by Simon CallowPenguin supports
copyright. Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices, promotes free speech, and
creates a vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book and for
complying with copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it in any
form without permission. You are supporting writers and allowing Penguin to continue to publish
books for every reader.First published in Great Britain by Jonathan Cape, an imprint of Penguin
Random House UK978-0-698-19553-0Version_1For Sebastian Fox, my beloved, who made all
this possible.In memory of the secretaries who survived to tell the tale, Ann Rogers (1907–2004)
and Rita Ribolla (1908–1986).During the prolonged applause when the curtain fell, one did
ungratefully feel that one was watching a jet-propelled vampire take a bow, surrounded by the
pale husks of his victims. The show is, in fact, a one-man band; and as all the world’s a stage, it
didn’t seem odd to wonder why Mr Welles hadn’t run for president instead . . . is he just a circus
figure – a strong man, say, or an illusionist?Anonymous reviewer at the first night of Welles’s
Othello at the St James Theatre London, 1951: Third Man into MoorWhat is a man anyhow?
what am I? what are you? –If I worship one thing more than another it shall be the spread of my
own body, or any part of it,Translucent mould of me it shall be you!Shaded ledges and rests it
shall be you!Firm masculine colter it shall be you!Whatever goes to the tilth of me it shall be you!
You my rich blood! your milky stream pale strippings of my life!Do I contradict myself?Very well
then I contradict myself,(I am large, I contain multitudes.)from Walt Whitman, A Song of
MyselfCONTENTSBy Simon CallowTitle PageCopyrightDedicationEpigraphPreface: A Word of
ExplanationCHAPTER ONE: The Most Beautiful Baby of 1947CHAPTER TWO: Blessed and
DamnedCHAPTER THREE: Der Dritter Mann PersönlichCHAPTER FOUR: Citizen
CoonCHAPTER FIVE: Man of MysteryCHAPTER SIX: Reason Not the NeedCHAPTER SEVEN:
The Scorpion and the FrogCHAPTER EIGHT: The Most Telegenic CharacterCHAPTER NINE:
Call Me IshmaelCHAPTER TEN: Around the World AgainCHAPTER ELEVEN: The Schizo
KingCHAPTER TWELVE: Orson Welles, Television Needs YouCHAPTER THIRTEEN: Venice of
AmericaCHAPTER FOURTEEN: The Return of Awesome WellesCHAPTER FIFTEEN: Everyone
Loves the Fellow Who’s SmilingCHAPTER SIXTEEN: More Rhino RoarsCHAPTER
SEVENTEEN: Welles on TrialCHAPTER EIGHTEEN: Let’s Have a BrainwashCHAPTER
NINETEEN: Fathers and SonsCHAPTER TWENTY: Genius Without PortfolioPhotographsOrson
Welles’s Performances as an ActorThe Stage ProductionsThe FilmsTelevision
ProductionsNotesBibliographyPicture CreditsAcknowledgementsIndexPREFACE: A WORD OF
EXPLANATIONWHEN, IN 1989, my English publisher Nick Hern and I approached that splendid



elder-statesman of American publishing, Aaron Asher, with a proposal to write a biography of
Orson Welles, I said to him that I thought it would have to be in three volumes, the third of which,
I suggested, should be a novel. He looked at me, pityingly, and said, ‘If you are very lucky, you
will be allowed to write this biography in two volumes, neither of which will be a novel.’After I had
written and delivered the first volume, The Road to Xanadu, which culminated in the release of
Citizen Kane, I hit a rock. It was clearly going to be impossible to write the remaining forty-two
years of a life which consisted of a continuous volcanic eruption of films, plays, radio
programmes, journalism, painting and political interventions, without resorting to the one-
damned-thing-after-another school of biography – a method I had specifically set out to avoid.
With wonderful nonchalance Dan Franklin, by then my publisher at Jonathan Cape, accepted
my proposal of writing a second volume which would cover exactly five years of Welles’s life –
five years packed with adventures and experiments in various media, but focusing above all on
politics. This book was called Hello Americans, the title of one of Welles’s many radio series in
which he valiantly sought to interest the nation in its history and its place in the world. The third
and final volume would trace Welles’s life from 1947 when, at the end of those five largely
unsuccessful years, he seemed to throw in the sponge, and stomped off to Europe. There, on
and off (but mostly on), he spent the next twenty years of his life. He then returned to America,
where he passionately pursued a number of projects which never reached completion – the only
two films he finished from then until his death in 1985 were both in fact made in Europe.Knowing
that I had this difficult Wellesian period in my sights, friends sympathised with me – ‘how sad it
is,’ they said, ‘such a terrible decline.’ But I have never shared that view. Welles did it his way. If
he had modified his behaviour – if he had trimmed his sails, if he had pulled in his horns – he
could have made many more films. But he would not then have been the force of nature that he
was. He would just have been another film-maker. As it was, this period in Welles’s life left behind
him at least two films, Touch of Evil and Chimes at Midnight, that are remarkable by any
standards, plus extraordinary work in several other media – but above all I looked forward to
tracing that arc as Welles struck out towards the unknown region.Such was my plan. But I was
baulked by Welles himself. His prolificity during these years was so immense, the circumstances
surrounding every venture (successful or unsuccessful) on which he embarked were so complex
and extraordinary, and the ambitiousness of his approach to each was so unfettered, that had I
attempted to encompass nearly forty years from 1947 till his death, the book would have run to
considerably more than a thousand pages; just lifting it without an osteopath in attendance
would have been risky. It has therefore seemed entirely logical to end this third volume with
Chimes at Midnight, the film widely thought to be Welles’s masterpiece and unquestionably his
most personal work. It is also a culmination of his work in the theatre, to which – with his
production of Ionesco’s Rhinoceros – he finally bade farewell after an epoch-defining quarter of
a century of provocative activity. This leaves a fourth – and truly final – volume to deal with his
last two decades of unceasing exploration and experimentation, most of it in conjunction with a
collaborator who was also his muse and his mistress, who inspired him to venture into territories



where he had as yet never been.The present volume is called One-Man Band for obvious
reasons. Frustrated in his dealings with every studio he ever worked for, Welles made a full
declaration of independence with his film of Othello, taking on more and more of the functions
associated with film-making: raising the money, designing, editing, sometimes even shooting
scenes himself. He only ever worked for a Hollywood studio – with its clearly demarcated roles
and its hierarchical structure – on one more occasion after his self-exile; otherwise, he was free.
But with that freedom came the possibilities of chaos, and chaos (or something very like it) was
the element in which he moved for most of his remaining career.It is a life like no other, and as
before I have tried to give an impression of what it was like to live that life, and to have been part
of it, to be plunged into what Micheál MacLiammóir so drolly called the Welles vortex. Welles
packed more living into his life, pursued more professions, thrust out in more directions and
formed more intense relationships than any twenty men put together. It is this life that has
interested me, of which the making of movies was such a central and integral part, more than
the finished results, remarkable as they often were. This sets me apart from many students of
Welles for whom Welles the auteur is their sole focus. Welles would not have understood that, or
approved of it. ‘I’m profoundly cynical about my work and about most works I see in the world,’ he
told Cahiers du Cinéma in 1958. ‘But I’m not cynical about the act of working on material . . . it’s
the act that interests me, not the result; and I’m taken by the result only when it gives forth the
odour of human sweat or human thought.’ He considered all of his work to be, as he said again
and again, simply a series of experiments. His work was central to his life; each one of his major
films emerged out of quite extraordinary personal circumstances and were made in the most
extraordinary conditions, to the degree that the making of them is almost as fascinating as the
films themselves. And that, too, would have seemed just as it should be to Welles.He was a
quintessential romantic artist: for him the experience of making his essentially subjective works –
whether for the cinema or the theatre – was an end in itself. Truffaut liked to quote Welles’s
comment that he believed that ‘a work is good to the degree that it expresses the man who
created it’. And the process of creation, for him, was impossible without inspiration. Craft, skill,
intelligence, planning, all admirable in themselves, were nothing without inspiration. Sometimes
it came to him and sometimes it didn’t. But he was always trying to provoke it, in himself and in
his collaborators: always trying to storm the citadel of creativity. The romantic approach to art is
as much about the artist’s experience as it is about the audience’s. The classical artist tries to
create something objective – objectively true, objectively beautiful – and he or she is governed
by a conception of fidelity: to the material, to the form and to the audience. The romantic is
inspired by the idea of freedom: freedom of expression, freedom of feeling, freedom from the
audience’s expectations. The romantic artist says: ‘Take it or leave it; this is what I feel, believe,
want. Share it.’ The classical artist says: ‘This is a distillation of what I have understood. Use it.’
The romantic artist is a child still, the classical artist, grown-up, for better or for worse, in both
cases. Welles was not Michelangelo, he was Leonardo (to whom he did in fact compare himself,
with all due modesty); Leonardo who, in the end, didn’t care whether The Last Supper lasted; all



he wanted was the experience of having painted it. Welles told André Bazin and Charles Bitsch
in an interview with Cahiers du Cinéma:We professional experimenters have inherited an old
tradition. Some of us have been the greatest of artists, but we never made our muses into our
mistresses. For example, Leonardo considered himself to be a scientist who painted rather than
a painter who was a scientist. Don’t think that I compare myself to Leonardo; I’m trying to explain
that there’s a long line of people who evaluate their work according to a different hierarchy of
values, almost moral values.Occasionally (perhaps quite often) what happened with Welles on
the location or in the rehearsal room was more remarkable than what ended up on the screen or
on the stage. Sometimes, the process itself revealed the inadequacy of the material, human or
otherwise, and he lost interest. His procedures were all his own, and they rarely fitted in with
anything that a production manager or a studio executive had planned. In a sense, this approach
of his was at core innocent, resembling the delight a child takes in inventing, in pretending, in
transforming the materials at hand into projections of its imagination. But with the innocence of
childhood sometimes came its tantrums, its evasions, its cruelty, its destructiveness. That such
childlike elements were connected to a highly sophisticated, well-stocked and subtle brain is
equally striking.All this is uncommon, and needs facing head-on. Welles often behaved very
badly – at work and in life – and it simply will not do to pretend that this behaviour was the
fabrication of gossips or enemies. Nor is it acceptable, it seems to me, to insist that omelettes
cannot be made without the breaking of eggs. One cannot simply brush this side of his nature
aside as if it were irrelevant or beneath discussion, for it explains a great deal of what it was like
to be around Welles, and also a great deal of what it was like to be Welles. And that has, from the
beginning, been my quarry: not in order to judge him, but to describe him, as one might wish to
describe any great natural phenomenon. Because Welles was, indeed, phenomenal, not to
mention extraordinary, egregious, unprecedented. What Kenneth Tynan said of Welles early in
Welles’s career remains a central insight: ‘A fair bravura actor, a good bravura director, but an
incomparable bravura personality.’In the twenty-five years since I started writing, Welles studies
have gone through a huge revolution. In 1989 he was a prisoner of two different guerilla factions:
the semioticians, blissfully deconstructing him to the point at which he would no longer have
recognised himself; and the demeaners, led by the late Charles Higham, determined to give
Welles his comeuppance. A new genre emerged throughout the 1980s and 1990s in the form of
books by professional critics who sought to understand themselves better through their
examination of Welles’s place in their lives. But in recent years, something far more interesting
has started to happen: individual studies of the making of the films, free from either personal
animus or theoretical bias, drawing on direct documentary evidence. Supreme among these
books is Orson Welles At Work (2008), by the French scholars François Thomas and Jean-
Pierre Berthomé, which is quite simply the most illuminating book about Welles to have
appeared since Richard France’s The Theatre of Orson Welles (1977), a similarly detailed
account of what Welles actually did, as opposed to simply what he produced. An even more
recent book, Alberto Anile’s Orson Welles in Italy (2013), surveying both his professional and his



personal experience in that country, has shed brilliant light on one of the most revealing and
intriguing periods of Welles’s life by carefully examining contemporary newspaper reports and
interviewing the people who worked with him. My debt to both of these books is immense.I have
been inestimably helped in understanding what was going on in Welles’s life by the existence of
diaries – some published, some not – kept by key participants in the making of Welles’s films,
notably Micheál MacLiammóir’s two diaries, Charlton Heston’s published diary and his memoir,
and Keith Baxter’s memoir, which is a primary source for information about Chimes at Midnight
on stage and on film. In addition, I have been given free access to the unpublished diaries of two
of Welles’s secretaries – Ann Rogers and Rita Ribolla – and the actress Fay Compton (Emilia in
Othello). George Fanto, Welles’s cameraman on Othello, allowed me to read his unpublished
memoir of working with Welles. I have also conducted over a hundred interviews with those who
knew Welles intimately, starting in 1989; as far as I know, many of the interviewees spoke only to
me, and many of them are now dead. From all of this abundant material I have tried as faithfully
as possible, using a polyphony of voices, to bring Welles and his world to life. Nobody who ever
met Welles doubted that they had encountered someone exceptional, and, to an unusual degree
(perhaps paralleled only by the case of Dickens), people were moved to capture him in words: in
letters, in interviews, in journals. It is to these testimonials that I have most frequently turned,
more than to critical studies or film histories. They have often identified the connective tissue in
events that have seemed otherwise isolated and illogical, and through their words things that
seemed impossible or absurd began to make sense. Reading these accounts, I have begun to
sense the existence of a continuous Welles, not one that simply staggers from one anecdote to
another. The technique I have applied in trying to organise all this material may perhaps be
compared to the way in which Welles edited his films: I have juxtaposed and woven together
images, incidents, phrases, seeking (sometimes by means of echoes, sometimes sharp
contradictions) to give an impression of how Welles moved through life. The greatest challenge
has been to deal with the simultaneity of his activities. A month of Welles’s life is worth a year,
maybe a decade of anyone else’s. He always seems to be, in Stephen Leacock’s immortal
phrase, galloping off in all directions, whether in pursuit of a woman, a film, a theatre company or
a history of world economy; he’s always editing, directing, acting, designing, screenwriting,
making a speech, painting; in one moment paying loving homage to a long-forgotten style, in the
next forging an entirely radical new one.I have not attempted to psychoanalyse Welles, though
the temptations are immense – why all those false noses? What was it about those enormous
cigars? Why did he grow to such unfeasibly huge dimensions? I have not attempted it, because
it is beyond my competence to do so, but also because I want to know what he was, rather than
how he became that. The man has been my quarry, but unlike Ahab I have not sought to kill him
or to stuff him, rather to capture him alive and kicking.Captain Ahab stalks this period of Welles’s
life, as do King Lear and Falstaff and Don Quixote de la Mancha – mighty, mythic figures, as he
was himself. The figure of Prometheus also lurks in the background: Orson bound, Orson having
his liver pecked out by vengeful birds. ‘The titan, however, has to undergo his punishment



precisely because he continuously tries to go beyond,’ in the words of Annamaria Vassalle. ‘He
appears to us in chains, tortured by the longing for dominating the indomitable and
overwhelmed by the anguish for the inevitable lack of control over what has no limits.’ My
approach has changed somewhat from the one I took in The Road to Xanadu, in which I was
determined to correct the myths that Welles and others had spun about him. Now I’m more
inclined to believe that the man was the myth – or rather, that he grew into his own myth. He
passed through the world like a figure from an old tale, a giant and a wild man, like the Orson of
the early French romance. This was the authentic way for him to be; he knew of no other way. He
is nothing if not egregious. Perhaps his very extraordinariness is the key to him. Peter Brook
observed long ago that he was just so much bigger, so much fuller, than anyone else, that it was
hard for him to deal with us, and hard for us to deal with him.Perhaps Falstaff, also huge in every
way, is really the key figure. It was the part he loved above all others, the part he played better
than all others. In a life that was lived mythically one is tempted to think of him as another Ahab,
a second Lear, Don Quixote born again, but in the end it is Falstaff whom he most completely
resembles, both in his girth and his profound innocence. Like Falstaff he was mendacious, self-
vaunting, crafty, slothful, financially dishonest, indulgent, greedy, exploitative, but like the fat
knight, he is also deeply, irrepressibly on the side of life, a force of nature, ablaze with energy.
His energy is astonishing and unceasing. But it would not be correct to describe him as a driven
man, a Dickens or a Laurence Olivier – men whose goals were clearly defined, and whose very
lives seemed to depend on achieving them. Longfellow famously described Dickens as fato
profugus – driven, like Orestes, by Furies – and the same might have been said of Olivier. With
Welles there was simply a constant supply of energy which could be squandered on anything;
he seemed to give himself with equal fervour to all of his projects, whether vaudeville, radio
comedy or filming the classics. It was simply in his nature, not a neurotic symptom, simply a
physical or maybe a psychical condition. Also, finally, like Falstaff he was a lord of misrule,
upsetting convention, upending normal practice and regular relationship; chaos followed in his
wake, but the chaos was often invigorating, life-affirming, liberating – even necessary.In The
Road to Xanadu, I described the extraordinary eruption of energy, talent and personality that
was the young Orson Welles and traced his impact on the theatre, on the radio and on his times;
I ended the book with his arrival in Hollywood and the triumphant creation of Citizen Kane after
an alarming period during which, despite his unprecedentedly generous contract with RKO
Studios, he was unable to light on a subject which satisfied both him and the studio. Citizen
Kane, though not a commercial success, was widely acclaimed as perhaps the greatest film that
had ever been made, an astonishing achievement for a young man, barely twenty-five, who had
never so much as acted in a film before, much less directed one. In Hello Americans I described
the souring of his relations with RKO; the debacle of his aborted wartime project in Brazil, It’s All
True, and the subsequent (and to some extent consequent) mutilation by the studio of his
second film for RKO, The Magnificent Ambersons; his increasing estrangement from Hollywood;
and his refashioning of himself into, firstly, a radio entertainer, then (both in print and on the air) a



political commentator. To the envious wonder of the movie-going world, he married Rita
Hayworth – and then he divorced her. He made three films in this period, all critically
unsuccessful: The Stranger, The Lady from Shanghai (with Hayworth) and Macbeth. He
returned to the stage with Around the World, a spectacular musical which was a financial
disaster. The book ended with Welles – heavily in debt to the Inland Revenue and disgusted with
the rise of right-wing demagoguery in America – leaving the United States for Europe, where he
would go on to open up new territories of artistic enterprise.The present volume witnesses what
amounts to a one-man diaspora, as he hurls himself around the globe, turning himself into an
independent film-maker, running from pillar to post, balancing original work with what the French
so eloquently call travaux alimentaires, and trying his hand at pretty much anything that will buy
him a few more feet of film. Over the course of thirty years, he shoots a version of Don Quixote,
during which time both his Quixote and his Sancho Panza die and the child heroine becomes a
middle-aged woman; it is never finished. His life becomes a sort of continuous and barely
contained implosion, but somehow, astonishingly, he keeps making films, among them his
masterpiece, Chimes at Midnight, a love offering to Falstaff and his creator.Welles told his semi-
authorised biographer Barbara Leaming that when he died there would be no end of books
about him. And he was right. Of concurrent and contradictory rival versions of Welles’s story
there is never an end. How he would have loved that! Each successive book refuses to
acknowledge the discoveries of the one before. That would have amused him, too. But more
remarkable yet has been his extraordinary after life: he has appeared in novels, in plays, in films.
There is now a whole profession of Orson-impersonator. The man looms quite as large as his
work. Like many such great figures – like Dickens, like Balzac – he seemed to know far more
than us ordinary people, and at the same time far less. He was one of the most remarkable men
of his time. He cannot be extinguished. The spirit goes on.CHAPTER ONEThe Most Beautiful
Baby of 1947IT WAS money, to begin with, that drove Orson Welles to seek work in Europe. He
needed to escape the pressing demands of the Internal Revenue Service, which was hounding
him for back-taxes he had incurred during his recent Broadway fiasco, Around the World, so the
offer of $100,000 to appear in Gregory Ratoff’s melodrama Black Magic (or Cagliostro, as it was
known in some quarters), which was about to start shooting in Italy, proved compelling. Welles, it
goes without saying, played the eponymous magus – to the hilt, and beyond, on and off screen,
terrorising the set with his extravagant and capricious behaviour. It was the beginning of a
relatively brief period in which he played leading roles in films made in Europe; by the early
1950s he settled into occupying the high-powered cameo roles with which he continued to make
his living almost to the end of his life. He was candid about his lack of interest in these parts, and
indeed in acting altogether: directing was what interested him.He was continuously erupting with
projects, constantly on the lookout for ways in which to make the sort of films that interested him,
in the way he wanted to make them. And America in 1947 was clearly not the place where he
was going to be able to do that. If he hadn’t worked it out for himself, Charlie Chaplin was on
hand to tell him. Hollywood, Chaplin had announced, was dying. ‘Look, if you will, at Orson



Welles . . . his career and fate were decided when he said no to the Hollywood magnates. He no
longer has a career or life in Hollywood.’1 Both Chaplin and Welles (and the Russian-born
Ratoff, as it happens) were under attack in a post-war America that was daily becoming more
politically intolerant; all three had been denounced for their supposed communist associations,
and all of them were finding it hard to work. Chaplin’s Monsieur Verdoux – inspired by a story
about a serial murderer, suggested to Chaplin by Welles – had left a nasty taste in the mouth of
the American public; and Welles’s most recent film, a Macbeth shot in twenty-seven days after a
short run on stage, had been received derisively, the latest in a series of flops, not least among
them the very public failure of his marriage to America’s sultry sweetheart, Rita Hayworth.So, on
many levels, Welles was not at all unhappy to be out of America. Pastures new! He already had
a three-film contract, signed in 1946, with the Anglo-Hungarian producer Alexander Korda,
which he still hoped would come to something, though it appeared to have stalled. Their
schemes had included a version of Oscar Wilde’s Salome, which foundered because he and
Korda could not agree on casting; a War and Peace, which it is hard to believe either of them
ever took seriously (it was supposed to have been shot in Russia during the war); and a Cyrano
de Bergerac, which was close to pre-production, but collapsed when Korda sold the rights in the
play to the American actor José Ferrer. Welles continued to work on it fitfully with the designer
Alexandre Trauner, fresh from his triumph with Les Enfants du Paradis, and the great Provençal
writer Marcel Pagnol, while continuing to edit and re-edit his Macbeth in a variety of new
versions, each more unpopular than the one before.He was as project-fecund as ever: he kept
working on his modern version of Pirandello’s Enrico Quarto for Korda; he was talking loosely
about filming King Lear in America and, more concretely, Othello, but that, he knew, he would
never be able to film in America. His business partner Richard Wilson, still gallantly manning
what was left of the Mercury office and continuing to steer Macbeth through troubled waters, had
investigated the censorship position with regard to Othello: under the heading ‘Sex’, ‘and listed
right under “Sex perversion and White Slavery”’, he found Item no. 6: ‘Miscegenation (sex
relationship between the black and white races) is forbidden.’2 Wilson had had a conversation
with Edward Small, the producer of Black Magic, about filming Othello in Italy; Small wanted to
know if it could be done for 100 million lire (the equivalent of nearly $2 million today). Without
answering this directly, Wilson reminded Small that the picture would be done entirely on
location, partly in Venice, with somewhere else (probably Sicily) standing in for Cyprus, and –
rather sensationally, given Welles’s frequently reiterated commitment to black-and-white – that it
must be in colour.3Italy, where Welles remained in readiness for his next film, Prince of Foxes, in
which he was to play Cesare Borgia, was clearly the ideal place in which to make the film, for
more than purely geographical reasons. Thanks to the strict regulations governing withdrawal of
money from the country, Italy was experiencing a boom in film-making: American co-
productions, inflated Technicolor historical epics, for the most part; while home-grown
production, encouraged by government funding, was having its neo-realistic golden age, led by
Vittorio De Sica, Roberto Rossellini and Luchino Visconti. Despite post-war economic doldrums,



Italy was a bracing place to be.From the moment of his dramatic arrival in Rome in early
November of 1947, six hours late, in a plane that had very nearly run out of fuel, Welles – newly
slim, moustached and curly-haired for his role as Cagliostro – plunged straight into the swirling
currents of Italian life. Swept away to the Excelsior Hotel, he was required to declare his race; in
the hotel’s register he duly entered ‘Negro’.4 His presence in Italy was not reported until two
days later, accompanied by a photograph whose caption proclaimed him ‘The Most Beautiful
New Baby of 1947’. The following day he held a press conference, at which he was exposed for
the first time to Italian Arts Reporting: questions were evenly divided between his alleged
espousal of formalism (a heinous crime in neo-realist Italy) and his divorce from Rita Hayworth.
In fact, the reporters knew very little about Welles, apart from his split from the most beautiful
woman in the world, Citizen Kane, which had not yet been released in Italy, and vague rumours
of The War of the Worlds broadcast ten years earlier. Welles brushed aside questions about Rita
and elegantly deflected questions about formalism: what interested him, he said, was Italy today.
He was hoping to meet both the Prime Minister and the head of the Communist Party, Palmiro
Togliatti, who, as it happens, was just about to lead the newly fledged republic in a General
Strike. Welles never met the Prime Minister, but he did meet Togliatti just a couple of weeks later;
they had an amiable conversation over supper, which, Welles told the press, they had conducted
in Spanish – a language he had picked up, he said, while fighting in the Civil War;5 new country,
new fabrications. The meal was widely reported and, indeed, photographed. What was Welles
up to, one wonders? He had not hobnobbed with leading communists in the United States;
indeed, he had of late been keeping a low profile, politically speaking. Did he want to make it
clear that he was no Hollywood featherweight? Or was he perhaps consciously giving the finger
to J. Edgar Hoover? If so, he certainly reached his target: the meeting was feverishly reported by
an FBI informant, but the incident – and perhaps Welles himself – was deemed so politically
insignificant that shortly afterwards his risk level was officially reduced.6For the rest, he hurled
himself into Roman high society and was enthusiastically welcomed, or so it seemed. In fact, the
Roman beau monde clasped the newcomer tightly to its bosom only in order to facilitate a closer
scrutiny of his flaws. Welles’s particular form of exuberance was received, in certain quarters,
with patrician disdain. As in Brazil in 1942, his immediate embrace of a new culture was
characteristically all-consuming. He wanted to know everything, to learn the language, to
celebrate its history. This enthusiasm was not wholly reciprocated. The Via Veneto pronounced
that he drank too much, that he was too loud, too tall, had too many opinions, too colourfully
expressed, chased Italian women too openly and dressed absurdly. He was, in fact, altogether
Too American, which is ironic given his highly critical attitude to his native land, and its to him.
But Welles arrived at a moment when post-war Italy had suddenly had enough of American
largesse, American arrogance, American omnipresence, while still being quite keen on
American money.These attitudes all coalesced with the film Welles had come to make, Black
Magic, the highly visible embodiment of America’s presence in Italian life. It afforded work, both
for the studios and all the associated ancillary trades. But it also meant that Rome was overrun



by foreigners, not least the seventy or so Russian extras that Ratoff had imported, who were
tramping all over the Quirinale Palace and other great monuments. The atmosphere on the film
was in general somewhat deranged, by no means helped by Welles, who behaved disgracefully
throughout, particularly towards the director. Cruelly whimsical, like a Nero or a Caligula, he
baited Ratoff mercilessly, arguing relentlessly with him, until he would finally dismiss him with a
much-repeated phrase: ‘Grischa, you need a rest.’ Among other caprices, Welles demanded the
constant presence on set of three Muses, who were duly recruited from the unemployed
population, given contracts and made to sit around looking decorative. He refused to appear at
the studio until lunchtime and then quite openly directed his own scenes long into the night;
Ratoff’s directing was confined to the morning.7It is notable that until the day he died, Welles
behaved more or less badly on virtually every film he did not direct. The source of this bad
behaviour was simple: humiliation. He felt that it was beneath him to appear in other, inferior,
men’s work. As much as possible, he took over any film in which he acted. He invariably rewrote
his own part: in the case of Black Magic, he attempted – much to the dismay of the director – to
turn the character of Cagliostro, a conman and lecher, into a revolutionary figure; often, as he did
on Black Magic, he made forceful and hard-to-resist suggestions about the shooting of the
scene itself. Thus traces of Welles’s directorial hand are to be found, phantom-like, in many
another man’s film; on the whole, and insofar as it is possible to identify them with certainty, they
are nothing to shout about. How could they be? The essence of a Welles film is its unique
character, his personality imprinted on it from beginning to end. A quick burst of Welles in the
middle of someone else’s movie is meaningless, or worse: it makes the rest of the film seem dull,
and exposes Welles’s directorial mannerisms.Black Magic, derived from the elder Alexandre
Dumas’s novel Joseph Balsamo, was a subject after Welles’s own heart: not only was magic at
its centre, but he had wanted for some years to make a film about the Dumas dynasty. He
identified closely with the novelist – a giant, like himself, and, like Welles, very relaxed about
other people helping to create the works that went out under his name. Dumas was a quarter
black, a self-proclaimed quadroon, and that too must have fascinated Welles, who was always
deeply drawn to black culture of every kind. The film’s producer, Edward Small, was also a
Dumas obsessive, and it is framed by Dumas père telling the tale to his son; who knows how
Welles would have told the story, but it would surely have been more interesting than Black
Magic. Welles’s performance in the film, though he had never been, and was never again to be,
in better shape physically, lacks any frisson. As the young Cagliostro, he has some of the charm
and most of the energy of the young Charles Foster Kane, but – despite some very intense
close-ups of his admittedly beautiful eyes – there is no sense of the magus about the
performance, no sense of esoteric energy, no charisma in either the conventional or the
theological senses. He makes all the right shapes, but is unable to unsettle us or to surprise us.
It is an entirely conventional performance by a far from conventional-looking man. Surprisingly,
given Welles’s fascination with magic and the personal power many people experienced coming
from him, the performance lacks force.Welles’s frustration with the film is, of course,



understandable: none of the many projects he was brewing for himself to direct showed any sign
of happening. And here was a great chunk of mediocrity, with eye-watering budgets and
apparently limitless time lavished on it. Many people have these feelings when they work on high-
budget movies. But Welles, being Welles, was unable or unwilling to conceal his feelings; he
must assert his status. And anyone who failed to acknowledge it, in whatever way (perceived or
actual), got it in the neck. Some years later, when Richard Fleischer was working with him on
Crack in the Mirror, Welles was approached by the stills photographer, who came over to show
him some photos for his approval. ‘Orson drew himself up as though he were a king addressing
a scullery knave,’ wrote Fleischer:‘How dare you interrupt me,’ Welles said imperiously, ‘while I’m
talking to the director? Your pictures aren’t worth looking at, anyhow. You attach too much
importance to them, as though they were works of art. Well, there’s no art to taking snapshots.
Anybody can do it. All you need is a camera, and if you take enough pictures one of them is
liable to turn out all right by sheer chance. Now leave us alone,’ and he dismissed him with a
wave of his hand. ‘Good God, Orson,’ I said, ‘you treated that poor guy as though you were
royalty.’ ‘I am royalty!’ replied Welles.8And of course he was; but, as Fleischer did not fail to point
out, royalty in exile, royalty dispossessed: his regal outbursts were impotent, his victims
unworthy of him.Welles’s social life was pretty rackety, slightly on the fringes of the beau monde.
He began to create his own circle, among them a Pole named Michał Waszyñski (or Michael
Washinsky as he was more commonly known), whom Welles had met on Black Magic, where he
performed the much-needed function of interpreter. Washinsky was exactly the sort of person
with whom Welles liked to surround himself: born in a Polish shtetl, as a young man he moved to
Berlin and became assistant to the director of Nosferatu, the great F.W. Murnau, returning to
Poland where he soon became the most prolific Polish film director of his time, shooting, it was
said, one in every four films made in that country. Among them was The Dybbuk, the greatest of
all Yiddish films. After the invasion of Poland, Washinsky escaped to Białystok, where he
directed in the theatre, highly successfully; as soon as the Polish army was formed, he joined it,
taking part in the Battle of Cassino, which he filmed for the army. At the end of the war he stayed
in Italy, where he directed three films, after which he joined the mayhem on Black Magic, as an
interpreter. And he and Welles instantly became bosom pals, both highly inventive fabulists,
mirror images of each other, according to Washinsky’s biographer: deep down, Welles longed to
be a Jew from central Europe, a wandering artist with a mysterious past, while Washinsky had
reinvented himself as a Catholic nobleman, universally known as The Prince and fraternally
embraced as such by aristocrats. Washinsky knew everyone and could get hold of anything, and
seems to have made it his business to make life very comfortable for Welles, one way and
another.9Welles meanwhile had acquired the unhelpful reputation in Rome of being a jinxed
person – iettatore. During the filming of Black Magic the Zoppé Circus, a troupe of
pyrotechnically brilliant acrobats, had pitched their tent outside the Scalera Studios, and Welles,
bored with usurping Ratoff, felt irresistibly impelled to make a film of them, so he prevailed upon
the production manager to set up a little shoot for him. During filming an accident occurred: while



one of the Zoppé girls was flying on the trapeze, a rope broke and she fell in the middle of the
track. The press reported it as an example of the sort of chaos Welles brought with him –
somewhat unfairly, since, as he pointed out, she survived unharmed. This little impromptu shoot
is an example of what was to become an ever more crucial part of Welles’s modus operandi, one
which, since Brazil, he had had little chance of practising: using the camera as a sketchpad,
catching the fleeting moment, following his impulse, wherever it might take him. He claimed that
Korda had asked him to make a film set in a circus, and that this Zoppé sequence would fit into
it, somehow, somewhere. And who knows? It might well have done. More importantly, it kept
Welles’s directorial hand in, however briefly.His projects for Korda having by this point all slipped
away, he was actively looking for ways of getting Othello off the ground. Despite Macbeth’s
continuing ill-favour, he was still interested in the idea of filming specially mounted stage
productions, so he responded warmly to a suggestion from Bob Breen of the American National
Theater and Academy (ANTA), which had produced his Macbeth on stage, that he might like to
do something with them for the second Edinburgh International Festival of Music and Drama, in
August 1948.10 This seemed an ideal way to make the film, at much-reduced costs: $718,580
for the film, they reckoned, plus $64,000 for the play. In Hollywood it could not have been filmed
for less than $2.5 million. They tried to involve Korda, who, under the terms of his contract with
Welles, was already underwriting his living expenses in Italy to the tune of 3 million lire, but
Korda declined, sceptical of the quality of what they would achieve for the money. Welles and
Wilson forged ahead, nonetheless. On 1 March 1948 Welles was announced to play in Othello
from 23 August to 4 September, performing at the city’s oldest and most beautiful theatre, the
Royal Lyceum; the Old Vic Company had graciously withdrawn its offering to allow Welles’s
production to take place. ‘ORSON WELLES WILL BE FESTIVAL STAR,’ rejoiced the Scotsman
in a banner headline. ‘His Othello will be eagerly awaited.’ ‘This year’s Festival more than ever
deserves the title International,’ said the Glasgow Daily Record, ‘with the inclusion of an
American company in Othello with Orson Welles in the title role.’ His career up to that point was
excitedly recapitulated by local journalists; possible problems about paying for the visit were
publicly agonised over, since Scotland had no dollars with which to pay the bills.They need not
have worried. Just ten weeks later the visit was making headlines again: ‘FESTIVAL BLOW
ORSON WELLES NOT COMING TO EDINBURGH’.11 Welles and Wilson had decided they
had too much on their plates to go straight from a theatre show into film production; fictitious
difficulties over the building of the non-existent set were proffered as reasons for the withdrawal
of the production, and not entirely believed. The City Fathers were far from pleased; they had
already sold 61 per cent of the tickets. Edinburgh had to console itself with the transfer of a sell-
out Broadway production of Medea: directed by John Gielgud, it starred the Scottish actress
Eileen Herlie, which was not without a certain irony for Welles, since it was his determination to
cast her in the proposed film of Salome that had caused his fallout with Korda and the demise of
the project. The cancellation of the Edinburgh Othello also spelt the end of Welles’s uneasy
association with ANTA. If he was going to have anything to do with an American National



Theater – and he never entirely stopped dreaming about it – it would be on his own terms, and it
would have nothing to do with what he considered the sort of worthiness embodied by ANTA.In
truth, putting Othello on stage was never a high priority for Welles; it was always Othello the
movie that interested him. He was now newly focused on the film because he had fallen
overwhelmingly in love with a brilliant twenty-eight-year-old Italian actress called Lea Padovani,
and he was determined that she would play Desdemona to his Othello. Striking rather than
conventionally beautiful and somewhat on the short side, Padovani had had a huge success on
stage in Rome with Cocteau’s Les Parents Terribles, and Welles had immediately been besotted
by her. He courted her unrelentingly, appearing every night at the stage door. But she was
impervious to his blandishments. The more she refused him, the greater his conviction that his
life was meaningless until he had conquered her. For a self-confessed Don Juan, for whom the
chase was all – mere possession an anticlimax – this tactic of Padovani’s was triumphantly
successful; Welles remained besotted for a full year, humiliating himself ever more deeply. He
told his friend Alessandro Tasca that he had always known that one day something of the sort
would happen to him, ‘but I never thought it would happen when I was young’.12 ‘For him,’
Padovani said years later, ‘love was a delirium. He followed me everywhere, sat in his car under
my window just to see me for a few moments.’ This, it appears, was an entirely new experience
for Welles.13 ‘Up till now,’ he told his biographer, Barbara Leaming, ‘I’d only ever thought of
women as pleasure, like a glass of wine when you’re thirsty, or a dish when you’re
hungry.’Padovani broke off her engagement to a young Italian actor, and she and Welles flew to
Venice to announce their engagement, stage-managed by the veteran socialite Elsa Maxwell:
‘BOY WONDER AND CREATOR OF MARS INVASION TO MARRY UNKNOWN ACTRESS,’
said the headline. Despite these public avowals, their relationship was unconsummated. It was
nothing but turbulent, made worse, Welles believed, by their having no language in common. He
went back to the United States for a month, partly out of frustration; on his return to Europe he
spent a few days with Rita Hayworth, first in Cannes, then at Cap d’Antibes, during which,
according to Welles, she begged him to resume their relationship. But Welles only had eyes for
Padovani and, when he got back to Rome, he announced that he would be filming Othello with
her as Desdemona; he would finance the film himself, he said. He wrote to Roger Hill back at the
Todd School for any reels of film he could spare, black-and-white. And then he moved out of the
Excelsior Hotel into a splendid mansion, the Casal Pilozzo in Frascati, just outside Rome, with
the still-unconquered Padovani and her immediate family.Cagliostro could scarcely have done
better for himself. The mansion had but recently belonged to the former Fascist minister
Giuseppe Bottai, who had built it on land on which the residence of the sister and nephew of the
Emperor Trajan had stood. In the subsoil under the house were ancient cellars extending
outwards for over a hundred yards; in their depths was an altar, with a tabernacle carved out of
tufa soil. There Welles created his establishment, with Rita the secretary, Angelo the driver,
Enrico the major-domo, and Enrico’s wife, Emilia, the cook. Harriet White Medin, hired to give
English lessons to Padovani, was a regular visitor to the household and reported something like



a reign of terror. ‘When he [Welles] bellowed his stomach would swell and his eyes would go up
on the sides like a Chinese! Enrico, Emilia, Rita – everybody was going around with shaking
knees because of Orson.’14 He had a penchant for creating madcap establishments of this sort
– the first house he had in Los Angeles at the start of his contract with RKO was equally
colourful. When he went away, which he often did, the household, which fluctuated in size
according to whom Welles had invited, lived en prince.Among his guests left alone in the villa
that summer of 1948 was Ernest Borneman, whom Welles had bumped into one foggy day by
the Seine, and from whom he now commissioned a film treatment about Ulysses, a figure with
whom the exiled, dispossessed Welles might have felt he had something in common. He had
something in common with Borneman, too: the writer was the perfect paradigm of the sort of
person with whom he liked to surround himself: polyglot, multidisciplinary, globe-trotting, people
who had lived rich, complex, surprising, contradictory lives, but (unlike Welles) had not been
widely recognised for it. Borneman was, inter alia, a crime-writer, film-maker, anthropologist,
ethnomusicologist, jazz musician, jazz critic, psychoanalyst, sexologist and committed socialist.
Welles’s exact contemporary, he had been brought up in Berlin; as a lad he worked in Wilhelm
Reich’s sex clinics as well as with a world-famous ethnomusicologist; at seventeen, he escaped
from the country posing as a member of the Hitler Youth (though he was in fact a member of the
Communist Party) and went to England where, although he arrived speaking no word of English,
he was soon making his living as a journalist. In 1937 Borneman wrote one of the great classics
of detective fiction, The Face on the Cutting-Room Floor, following it up with an Encyclopaedia
of Jazz. Deported to Canada during the war, he went back to London afterwards to work for the
BBC, which is when he met Welles and was inevitably recruited to his entourage. Leaving his
well-paid job working for UNESCO, Borneman accepted Welles’s generous offer of $1,000 a
week to work on Ulysses and duly appeared at the Casal Pilozzo with his wife, where he spent
some time writing prolifically and happily enjoying the hospitality. There being no sign of any
actual payment, he eventually sent Welles a telegram: ‘WHAT CAN MY WIFE AND I DO TO
MAKE ENDS MEET?’ To this Welles replied with exquisite nonchalance: ‘DEAR ERNEST LIVE
SIMPLY AFFECTIONATE REGARDS ORSON WELLES.’Such was life at the Casal Pilozzo
under the reign of the Emperor Welles. When he was in residence, a critical figure in his
entourage was the secretary. His favoured mode of letter-writing was rapid dictation; in addition
he required someone to organise him. The burn-out rate of his secretaries was alarming: the
speed of Welles’s thinking, the rapidity of his changes of plan, the general chaos of his affairs –
added to the rages, abuse, raillery, sarcasm and overall outrageousness of his conduct towards
them – meant that few could stand the pace. Over the years a small number of remarkable
women managed to stay the course. In May of 1948 Rita Ribolla, a young Viennese woman
formerly married to an Italian, was handed the poisoned chalice. A remarkable linguist and
currently assistant to the director of an important government agency, she suddenly found
herself at the centre of Welles’s operations, and since the personal and the professional were
inseparable with him, that meant she was at the centre of his life. Sharp-eyed and sophisticated,



she kept notes on her time with him, which give a startlingly vivid impression of what the thirty-
three-year-old boy wonder was like, close up. He started as he meant to go on, when she first
reported for duty at the Casal Pilozzo:At the far end of the terrace placed precisely in the centre
between two enormous potted palms was a chaise longue. On it The Genius was reclining,
draped in a flowing black robe, gazing into the setting sun. The butler theatrically announced
me, he continued to gaze, I just stood there clutching the insignia of my trade. Finally the great
man awoke out of his trance, turned to stare at us as if we were a mirage – then realisation must
have dawned: through the orange and pink atmosphere came his voice – ‘Dear Jonathan, you
are missing the loveliest view, delicious food, good wines and my stimulating company, come at
once.’ Thus spake Zarathustra and turned back to the sunset. The butler had left and I stood
there in the middle of nowhere and tried to think of a quotation which started with dear Jonathan
and referred to view and food, then I noticed that my boss was trying to pierce me with his eyes.
‘Your memory must be extraordinary’ he said. ‘Not at all, I’m afraid.’ ‘Then why don’t you write
down what I dictate?’ So that’s what the dear Jonathan was about: the beginning of a script, no
doubt. But I was wrong, it turned out to be a cable ‘What Jonathan, please?’ ‘What d’you mean
by what Jonathan?’ ‘Well, he can’t just be called Jonathan’ ‘Why not?’ ‘Because people usually
have a last name. What’s this gentleman’s surname?’ ‘My God, don’t you even know that?’ ‘How
should I?’ ‘What kind of a secretary are you?’ ‘A new one.’ ‘Oh I see . . . it’s Jonathan Seigneur.’ I
blushed, Seigneur was my secret screen idol and I’d never dreamt I could get so close to him.
‘And his address?’ ‘Don’t you even know that?’ ‘No.’ ‘Look it up in my address book.’ So I looked
for the butler (not far, he was hiding behind the drapes of the French window and listening) and
he in turn looked for the book and there I found the address and he went to resume his stand on
the terrace. ‘Why haven’t you gone yet, I want it dispatched immediately.’ ‘May I please have
some money to do it?’ ‘Money???’15Welles took Rita out for lunch the next day:He led me into
the restaurant as if I were a precious porcelain figure, fussed over me like a passionate lover,
managed to get the full attention of all waiters, ordered a meal which would have sufficed for a
dozen hungry people and started out telling me some wonderful anecdotes. After the first course
he changed to conjuring tricks. He oozed charm, ate an incredible amount of food, drank one
glass of wine after the other. A one-time performance which held everyone (topped by me)
spellbound. Hungry as I was, I could scarcely eat – just listen and laugh and wonder and be
confused. ‘Let’s go,’ he said, after we’d finished our coffee. I smiled and nodded affirmatively. We
sat and looked expectantly at each other. Was he not going to ask for the check? ‘Shall I ask for
the check?’ I timidly inquired. ‘Of course.’ Check was placed before him. He shoved it over to me.
Waiter tactfully turned away. Stared at check in utter embarrassment. ‘Something wrong?’ Then
he leaned over and whispered ‘please leave a large tip for these nice waiters.’ Managed to
control my voice and told him I had by far not enough money with me. Furiously he asked how I
dared go out with him with not enough money. Explained that I had not expected to take him out,
especially not for a meal of that kind. But he had by then stomped out. Waiter was a darling and
said I shouldn’t cry: they knew the Signore well, men like he were too involved with creating to be



bothered by such minor matters as paying which was well understood by il Padrone who was
very proud and pleased to have him patronise the restaurant and was sure he’d get his money
one day, anyhow. Wiped off the blue mascara running down my red face, grabbed my purse and
made a fast exit. Went home and straight to bed. The only place to hide in my misery.16And so it
went on for three years, in a constant oscillation between delight and torment, between
accusation and denial, sackings and resignations, affection and exasperation. Fascinated and
appalled, Rita summed him up in a series of paradoxes: ‘He calls himself a plain, simple man,
but is the ne plus ultra of eccentricity. A complete extrovert, he refers to himself as being
primarily a thinker. He can run the entire gamut of moods and feelings in a matter of minutes. He
expects to be understood without explaining, to receive without asking. But he is more of a giver
than a taker. Time, money, distances mean nothing to him He does not accept no for a no,
impossible for a fact.’17 It was a relationship that Welles seems to have needed. Throughout his
life, certain people – normally assistants, stage managers, press officers – were appointed to the
position of sparring partner or, in extreme cases, whipping boy or girl. Sometimes they fought
back. There is something of Lear’s relationship to his fool about it: the king can behave foolishly,
and the fool can assume regality. Welles dubbed Rita ‘Miss Mud’ or ‘Miss Glum’ and endlessly
berated her for pretty well anything that happened, whether she was in any way involved with it
or not. In these situations, Welles – at his best, brilliant, sophisticated, original, courageous –
behaved like a monstrous adolescent or, more accurately, like a monstrous baby. And yet it was
not mere caprice: there seems to have been some purpose behind all the posturing. It was a sort
of test or challenge. How much would people put up with? What could he get away with? The
bitch boy Eldred from Bright Lucifer, the spooky play the sixteen-year-old Welles wrote as some
kind of self-exorcism, is somewhere there, lurking behind the civilised exterior, mocking,
destroying.In August of 1948, when he should have been treading the boards as Othello in
Edinburgh, Welles was acting in the next big Italian–American co-production, Prince of Foxes, in
the showy supporting role of Cesare Borgia; it was shot in Florence, Sienna and San Marino, as
well as in the Scalera Studios again.18 The Scalera brothers, Salvatore and Michele, had been
slowly emerging from a cloud of disgrace: at the forefront of Mussolini’s aggressive promotion of
cinema during the war, churning out dozens of features and propaganda films, they were
prosecuted after the fall of Mussolini for ‘unjust enrichment’. They had since been busily trying to
work their way back to respectability, and to that end had become involved in a number of co-
productions. No doubt Michele had somewhere read about Welles’s widely reported Othello
plans; he sought out Welles and offered to produce the film. Welles delightedly accepted. Later
he used to pretend that Scalera thought he was going to make a movie from Verdi’s opera. What
Scalera did think was that Welles was going to make the film with Italian actors (which would
have enabled him to get government subsidies): Welles alone, he assumed, would be dubbed.
This notion, which was not at all what Welles intended, mutated into a plan to shoot two versions
simultaneously, in Italian and in English; that too quietly reverted to a single film in English, which
would eventually be dubbed for Italy.Meanwhile, in September 1948, there was the Venice Film



Festival, in which Macbeth had been entered for the competition. Welles was intensely nervous
about showing the film, which he had re-edited in Rome while appearing in Black Magic;
meanwhile, Laurence Olivier’s Hamlet had just come out in Britain and America, to pretty well
unqualified acclaim, and Welles was darkly – and rightly – convinced that if you liked Olivier’s
film, you weren’t going to like his. So he approached the festival with high trepidation. He and the
perenially provocative Jean Cocteau formed a sort of anti-festival clique, clubbing together to
commit what Cocteau rather wonderfully called lèse-festival. They had first met when the
Frenchman had attended another, very different Welles Macbeth: the legendary all-black
Voodoo production which the twenty-one-year-old Welles had directed in Harlem in 1936;
Cocteau was vocal in his praise for both versions. Together in Venice, the two men behaved like
two very naughty boys. Welles shocked his hosts by ostentatiously walking out of the showing of
Visconti’s uncompromisingly severe masterpiece, La Terra Trema. Like all contestants, he had a
press conference, at which, under a certain amount of hostile questioning, he denounced the
whole neo-realistic project (exempting only De Sica’s Shoeshine from his strictures) as
artistically dismal and politically retrograde, insisting that art required intervention; simply
photographing real life was not enough. Nor, he said, could real people straight off the street – so
beloved of the neo-realist directors – interpret the world; for that, you needed actors. He further
attacked Giorgio Strehler’s newly formed Piccolo Theatre in Milan, generally held to be a model
of disciplined imagination; Welles found it bloodless. The only enthusiasm he could muster was
for the great Neapolitan actor-writer-director Eduardo de Filippo, whose acting was, Welles said,
‘the result not only of instinct and tradition but of research and application’.19These remarks
were not warmly received. Neo-realism was the prevailing aesthetic of the day, rigidly adhered
to, and Italian critics and journalists of both right and left were for the most part implacably and
aggressively opposed to anything that might diverge from it. To them, Welles’s films, not to
mention his personality, strongly smacked of the baroque, the ultimate brickbat in the
contemporary critical lexicon. Criticism was polarised between the Roundhead and the Cavalier,
and it was pretty clear which camp Welles belonged to. Reviewers had by now seen Quarto
Potere (Fourth Estate), as Kane was renamed for Italy. The film had a tentative and very brief
release; with few exceptions, the critics didn’t care for it, seeing it as an empty display of
technique and tarring it with the same brush as Welles’s 1945 thriller, The Stranger, seen at the
Venice Festival a year earlier and also disliked. Welles instinctively grasped how fundamentally
irreconcilable to his work neo-realism was. For him, film was always artifice; it was a conjuring
trick, an illusion. His purpose was to heighten, to distort, to intensify, to disturb perception; and
for him, as he said on many occasions, editing was the supreme creative act. For an artist simply
to train a camera on life was a dereliction of duty. It is perhaps a little ironic, in view of his spirited
defence of acting, that so many of his own films are marred by indifferent performances, but they
are nonetheless always performances; it is entirely predictable that the bovine gaze of Visconti’s
camera in La Terra Trema would drive the always mercurial Welles to distraction.Calming down,
he realised that this press conference had not gone well and would do Macbeth no good, so he



asked for another, to explain himself more clearly. This he spectacularly failed to do. He was
reported as ‘gabbling uncontrollably’, defending Macbeth as simply an alternative to mainstream
Hollywood film-making, and denying any element of formalism in his work; he owed nothing, he
said, to Fritz Lang or Eisenstein, nor did he feel any rivalry with Hamlet; but if Macbeth –
‘produced by a small, independent outfit’ – were to fail, it would, he said, be ‘the end of the
People’s Theatre . . . mine is a small, low-budget film and I’m up against the British Empire’. If
these remarks were designed to endear him or Macbeth to the committee, they failed. His
special pleading was preposterous and transparent, said the Italian critic Tullio Kezich some
years later: ‘Hamlet was produced by an Italian adventurer, Filippo del Giudice . . . who struggled
to get backing for his films, as everyone did in those days.’20This second press conference was
a real disaster, prompting Welles to decide, in conjunction with Elsa Maxwell and the US
Ambassador – as ill-advised a pair of counsellors as could be imagined – to withdraw the film
from the competition. ‘Why risk it?’ Welles told Daily Variety, apparently under the assumption
that only Americans would read the paper. ‘It’ll never be shown in Italy. Shakespeare can’t be
dubbed. Better keep it for an audience that understands it. Besides, they don’t like me in Italy:
my love for the country is unrequited. I know what they’ll say, that I didn’t have the guts to go up
against Rank’s Hamlet.’21 Just as Welles feared, Olivier won the Golden Lion, with La Terra
Trema – another triumph for neo-realism – winning an international prize. The whole episode had
further soured Welles’s relationship with the Italian press, which had taken another knock from
Elsa Maxwell’s reckless offensive on his behalf, proposing a boycott of the festival and doubting
whether Italians were able to appreciate international films made in a democracy – unlike
Hamlet, for example?Nonetheless, while the festival was still running and he was still acting in
Prince of Foxes, Welles took the huge gamble of starting to shoot Othello on location in Venice,
with a camera crew headed by Alberto Fusi and Italian actors in all of the roles, except for Welles
himself as the eponymous Moor, Iago, played by Welles’s old chum Everett Sloane, Kane’s Mr
Bernstein, and Bannister in The Lady from Shanghai, who happened to be acting with him in
Prince of Foxes, and Emilia, who was played by Lea Padovani’s English coach, Harriet White
Medin. Padovani was, of course, Desdemona. Welles’s flits from Florence to Rome, and Rome to
Venice, including make-up changes, were achievable only because of Welles’s superhuman
levels of adrenalin. ‘In Venice we’d elbow our way out again and down to the waiting motorboat,’
wrote Rita Ribolla, who masterminded the whole operation:Vasco, the make-up wizard, would
scarcely say ‘hi’ and before the boat roared around the first corner into one of the quieter canals,
Borgia’s beard would be off. The faster the boat whizzed, the faster Vasco worked. It took 8 to 10
minutes to get to the Hotel. It never took Vasco longer to change Borgia into Othello. When the
driver slammed into reverse to stop the boat and the doorman stepped forward to hold out a
helping arm, the Moor would emerge from the little cabin, step regally ashore, sweep one end of
his floor length cape over the opposite shoulder and glide through the throbbing hall toward the
elevator, curly head held high, beady jet black eyes staring straight ahead out of shiny black
face.22Lea Padovani was waiting for him:Upstairs, after he had folded Desdemona into his arms



while we others looked discreetly into another direction, everyone would start talking at the
same time – in various languages, of course. Then we’d see the rushes of the night before,
afterwards scramble into boats and gondolas which took us to wherever we were shooting. If it
was in the Palace of the Doges, we’d walk across Piazza San Marco and I’d often see people
quickly cross themselves or put a protective hand over their startled eyes – wasn’t that Venice’s
own Othello and his beautiful Desdemona in her flowing pale blue robes, flanked by the Doges
in bright red, surrounded by the Nobles, calmly making their way through the masses of tourists?
23Padovani’s English was far from perfect, which didn’t matter yet because they were shooting
without sound. Indeed, they were quite often shooting without Welles, who would be called away
for days at a time to act in his Hollywood blockbuster, at which moments his stand-in – a giant of
a man, Alfredo Lombardini, a local butcher – would substitute for him. On such occasions the
shoot would be supervised by Michael Washinsky, whom Welles had appointed assistant
director. The phantoms multiplied: a Welles who was not Welles, in a Welles film that was not
being directed by Welles.Othello’s beautiful Desdemona was proving quite demanding. After
ascertaining that the actresses would be allowed to keep their costumes, Padovani energetically
objected to the lynx bordering on a cape that swept down into a long train. ‘I think it would look
better if it were completely lined with the fur,’ she mused. ‘You are perfectly right, of course it
would,’ replied Welles dotingly, and had it done. Obsessed by her, he ceded to her every
demand, including appointing as his production manager Giorgio Papi, a married man with
whom Padovani had been passionately involved throughout the period of Welles’s infatuation
with her. Welles’s dawning realisation of this relationship was believed, by some of those who
were around at the time, to be what fuelled his undentable determination to make a movie out of
the most devastating account of jealousy in the whole of world literature.Shooting abruptly came
to a halt in early November, when Alexander Korda snatched Welles away from Othello to shoot
a two-week cameo role in a film for which he would be paid the substantial fee of $100,000 –
much needed, if filming was to continue. Welles could have had 10 per cent of the gross of the
movie instead, which would in time (since the film in question was The Third Man) have meant a
very large amount of money indeed, a fact that Welles never ceased to lament. But he was in a
hurry; he needed the cash. He knew straight away that it was a very good screenplay, with a very
good part indeed for himself, which cast its shadow over the entire film, however brief the actual
screen time (just over eleven minutes), and despite (or perhaps because of) making his first
appearance two-thirds of the way through the film; he also knew that Carol Reed was an
excellent director, riding high on the recent international success of The Fallen Idol. But despite
all that, Welles was determined to give Alexander Korda a hard time. Though the great
impresario had bailed him out three years earlier, at the time of his Broadway disaster Around
the World, and had been subsidising him to the tune of 3 million lire since he had come to Italy,
and though he still had an outstanding three-picture contract with him, either as director, actor-
director or actor-director-writer, he felt ill-used by Korda. The cancellation of Cyrano rankled
deeply with Welles, as did Korda’s subsequent resistance to his adaptation of Pirandello’s Henry



IV, ‘USING ONLY REAL LOCATIONS, SO NO STUDIO DEAL NECESSARY,’ as Welles had
telegrammed him: he had been ready to start lining up a cameraman and cast for it, but Korda
had somehow remained unconvinced. So, out of sheer pique, though Welles had every intention
of signing the contract, he made himself elusive when the time to do so arrived. Finally Korda
sent his amiable brother Vincent to track Welles down.‘Two days later,’ wrote Vincent’s son,
Michael, in his engaging memoir Charmed Lives, ‘my father and I flew to Rome in pursuit of
Orson.’ In Rome, they were told at the Grand Hotel that ‘Signor Welles had only just left for
Florence.’ In Florence, the concierge informed them that Welles had just departed for Venice,
where, at the Danieli, the reception desk conveyed Welles’s apologies: he had been obliged
urgently to go to Naples. In Naples, naturally, they found that Welles had just parted for Capri.
Once there, they saw a motorboat heading out towards the mainland at top speed. ‘In the back,
waving grandly to us, sat Orson, surrounded by a mound of luggage, on his way, as we soon
discovered, from Naples to Nice.’ They finally tracked him down to the Bonne Auberge in
Cagnes-sur-Mer, where they found him ‘eating the small raw artichokes of Provence, which were
served with an anchovy sauce, before plunging into a steaming bouillabaisse and a roast
chicken’. Welles waved them to his table, ordered more food and wine and resigned himself to
his fate. Paying someone to stand watch over his door through the night, they collected Welles
the following morning and got him on the plane to London, where he signed the contract and
then went straight back to Rome. By now, The Third Man was shooting in Vienna, and Welles
failed to show up for his first scene. This time Bob Dunbar, the assistant to the associate
producer, was sent to fetch him; and finally, after a few more practical jokes, eyes twinkling,
Welles arrived. What a naughty boy he could be, when he felt like it. And his naughtiness was by
no means at an end.What Welles didn’t know was that his getting the part of Harry Lime at all –
the part that was to be the most popular he ever played, in the most successful film in which he
ever participated – had been very touch-and-go. Reed and Korda were keen (Korda in part
because he wanted to redeem at least some of their three-picture deal contract), but Korda’s
American partner on the film, David O. Selznick, was bitterly opposed to Welles’s involvement
from the beginning. Cary Grant, Noël Coward and David Niven had already been proposed as
alternatives; finally, when the two central male characters were reconceived as Americans,
Robert Mitchum was keenly championed as Lime by Selznick. Welles was saved by the bell on
that one when Mitchum, one of America’s top grossers, was arrested for possession of
marijuana, though Selznick continued to insist that casting Welles would be ‘a detriment’ to the
picture: he was box-office poison – specially commissioned Gallup polls had proved it. ‘While I
do not profess knowing as much as Mr Gallup about box office values,’ replied Korda in the feline
tone he deployed when dealing with his pesky American running mate, ‘I cannot believe him
being a detriment . . . Carol thinks Orson could give a tremendous performance in this part.
Picture greatly depends on Lime being extraordinary in attraction and superior in
intellect.’24Selznick seemed to accede, at which point Welles’s Macbeth opened in America to
villainously bad reviews, causing Selznick to exclaim that Welles would be a far more damaging



name ‘than has been in our worst fears to date’. How about Rex Harrison for the part? Korda
drily informed Selznick that it was too late: Welles had been signed. Which, as it happened, he
hadn’t, though he would be soon enough. Korda was satisfied; as early as 1947 he had written a
memo in which he stated his intention of making ‘a photoplay, as yet untitled, to be directed by
Carol Reed, starring Orson Welles’. The irony of these casting shenanigans is that the
description of Harry in the novella Graham Greene wrote, before embarking on the screenplay
and long before any casting was contemplated, is an almost precise description of Welles: ‘Don’t
picture Harry Lime as a smooth scoundrel,’ says Major Calloway. ‘The picture I have of him on
my files is an excellent one: he is caught by a street photographer with his stocky legs apart, big
shoulders a little hunched, a belly that has known too much good food for too long, on his face a
look of cheerful rascality, a geniality, a recognition that his happiness will make the world’s
day.’25 On the other hand, Selznick’s doubts about Welles’s box-office appeal were not
unfounded – that is, until The Third Man, which made him an international star.Meanwhile he
finally turned up, in a freezing wet Vienna in November, a week late. Reed and his first assistant
director, Guy Hamilton, had filled in the time while they were waiting for Welles by shooting
everything in which they could use a stand-in for Harry – Harry running away, Harry in the middle-
distance, Harry and the cat; they even shot Harry’s shadow. Either Hamilton or Otto Schusser,
the butcher – another butcher! – who was Welles’s stand-in, donned the heavy overcoat and hat
in which they had chosen to disguise themselves; one or other of them would wear Harry’s
shoes, with Reed himself on one occasion volunteering his fingers for the shot of Harry’s hand
emerging from the ventilation slats of the sewer.26 It has been estimated that Welles himself
does not feature in a little over 30 per cent of the shots in which Harry appears. This may have
set Welles a very useful precedent for his own film of Othello, in which, as he said, ‘if you can’t
see the actor’s face, you can be pretty certain it’s not him.’ In fact it would be his usual modus
operandi from now on. Similarly, because of restrictions on filming in post-war Vienna, Reed and
his art directors had been obliged to shoot sequences in which the geography was entirely
artificial; in the immortal scene in which Harry makes his first appearance in Schreyvogelgasse,
for example, when he turns the corner – except that it isn’t actually him, of course – the street he
appears to turn into was in reality half a mile away. This too would prove to be a very useful
model for Welles.His first shot in Vienna was to be in the sewers. When Welles realised what that
entailed, he refused point-blank to descend. ‘I come from California,’ he is alleged to have cried.
‘My throat! I’m so cold!’ It is true that he suffered from various chronic respiratory conditions –
asthma, hay fever, sinusitis – but the film crew was not inclined to be unduly sympathetic: the
unending night-shooting, the logistical difficulties of the city itself, the non-cooperation of the
various occupying authorities and the shortage of time meant they had been working around the
clock, operating three units, with three cam-eramen, but just the one director. ‘Somehow,’ said
Guy Hamilton, ‘for 7 weeks, 3 hours sleep here, and three hours there, and lots of Benzedrine,
Carol directed the whole sodding thing.’27 A small thing like an intransigent star was not going to
unsettle his calm. In the face of Welles’s fastidiousness about going down into the sewer, the



decision was rapidly made to reconstruct the sewers in Shepperton, where Welles was
scheduled to film for a week in January. All he shot that week in November in Vienna was his first
appearance in the doorway – the scene so brilliantly described in the original novella: ‘a window
curtain was drawn petulantly back by some sleeper he had awakened, and the light fell straight
across the narrow street and lit up the features of Harry Lime’28 – and a walk with Holly Martins
(Joseph Cotten) to and from the Great Wheel in the Prater.Welles stayed in Vienna for a week,
hobnobbing with his old chum Cotten and somehow managing to get apprehended in a bar in
which he was behaving somewhat noisily. ‘The police of four armies have been sent to arrest
me,’ Welles declared, according to Sergeant Ken Sheridan, the British duty officer, in his
extremely elegant official report of the incident. ‘Mr Welles was a big man, and his bigness
spread generously around him. He had several cronies, minions who circled and drifted around
his perimeter and tried to emolliate the situation.’ The Russian comrade was not amused,
reported Sheridan, and kept his hand on his gun-butt. ‘Mr Welles threw insults around at all of
us, but as they were in American English, the Rusky never knew that he was being called a
cocksucker.’ Welles was then taken to International Police HQ, which was run by Americans: ‘I
learned later that Mr Welles had been greeted with delight and given VIP treatment and a big
booze-up with senior officers,’ concluded Sergeant Sheridan.29His week’s work – a rather light
week’s work, it has to be said – completed, Welles returned to Venice and plunged immediately
back into shooting Othello. It is not clear what exactly he shot, or whether any of it ended up in
the film, but he and Trauner, now contracted to design the film, used the time to crystallise their
approach; meanwhile Everett Sloane – a neurotic actor at the best of times – withdrew, no doubt
finding the instability of the project too unnerving, which was probably all to the good, though the
prospect of Mr Bernstein as Iago is a delectable one.For the moment, money had to be made if
the film was to happen at all. Welles, commissioned to do rewrites on Portrait d’un Assassin – a
mad imbroglio about a crazed female impresario who forces a daredevil motorcyclist to perform
the loop of death – had transferred his operation to Paris. There, comfortably holed up at the
Lancaster Hotel with his old chum Charlie Lederer (currently married to the first Mrs Welles, the
former Virginia Nicolson), he settled down to work. Welles was himself to have appeared in the
film, which would have added considerably to the calorific content of a cast of positively life-
threatening richness: Pierre Brasseur, Maria Montez, Erich von Stroheim, Arletty and Marcel
Dallio (not to mention the Fratellini Brothers). In the event, Welles didn’t appear in the film, and
was before long being sued for 250,000 francs for not doing so by the producer Jacques
Gauthier, who also demanded the return of his advance of 8,000 francs. Welles receives no
credit on the film as writer, but is somewhat mysteriously listed by IMDb as having designed the
film ‘(uncredited)’. He was everywhere that winter, his skilful fingers in many pies, a sort of
celluloid odd-job man; amongst other things, reported Harriet White Medin, he supervised
dubbing sessions on foreign movies, including those for The Young Caruso. Everything he
earned was earmarked for Othello. On Portrait d’un Assassin, despite the unpleasantness of
subsequent legal proceedings, not only did Welles earn a decent sum for the actual writing of



the film, but one of the film’s investors, Charles Phiber, a leading industrialist, agreed to
underwrite Othello to the tune of 63 million lire.So Welles must have approached Christmas
1948 with a mixture of feelings: a bruised heart, but the agreeable prospect of playing an
excellent part in a good, well-written film, and reasonable hopes for Othello, if he could only
secure a decent cast for it. He spent Christmas with the Cottens in their sumptuously decorated
penthouse suite at the Lancaster; Cole Lesley, who had come with Noël Coward, almost at the
end of his run of Present Laughter, in French at the Édouard VII, was another guest and received
as a present a toy rabbit, which, he said, ‘could hop across the room on its back legs while
beating two little drums together with its front ones’. Welles, he reported, ‘became insanely
jealous of my rabbit and begged me to give it to him – it was four o’clock in the morning by now
and the vodka had been flowing – but I couldn’t bear to part with it and refused. He swore to me
he would never forgive me and at the last night party of Joyeux Chagrins was still pointing me
out to everybody as “that old meanie who won’t give me his white rabbit”.’30 Rita Ribolla noted
this curious trait of Welles’s: ‘He loves small toys, always seems to expect them as a present.
Maids find (or do not find) them under beds, visitors trip over them, hostesses don’t quite believe
what they are seeing; now and then a child unsuccessfully tries to appropriate or successfully
swaps one.’31Despite these displays of perhaps rather forced high spirits, another guest,
Elizabeth Montagu, who was the second production assistant on The Third Man, noted that
‘Orson seemed unusually subdued. I suspect,’ she wrote, ‘he disliked playing second fiddle to
the irrepressible Coward.’ But the true source of the melancholy revealed itself later, when
Welles recounted an anecdote concerning a young actress with whom he had been in love:She
was then living with her parents, and as parental control was very strict, poor Orson was getting
nowhere. When it became clear that he would never prise her out of the family circle, he decided
that the next best thing would be to invite the entire family to be his guests at a luxury hotel on
the Italian Riviera. His offer was gratefully accepted and soon afterwards Orson found himself
paying the hotel bills, not only of his lady-love, but also of her parents, two sisters and a brother.
As Orson was very much in love, he took the family group in his stride, except for the brother,
whom he found obnoxious. However, the weather was still good, the sun shone brightly and long
walks along the seashore with his love soon led to a tender relationship. When he proposed to
her, she agreed to become secretly engaged to him.32Welles rushed off to a jeweller’s and the
next morning, as they stood by the sea, he produced a magnificent ring, set with a huge
diamond that sparkled and glittered in the sunlight:His fiancée tried it on and admired it, but then
took it off her finger, replaced it in its box and put it in her handbag. Orson objected: ‘But why?
Why can’t you wear it?’ She smiled. ‘Because I want to be absolutely sure. So, Orson, when you
see me wearing it, you’ll know that I truly love you.’ Several days were to pass but the lady’s left
hand remained unadorned. Then, one moonlit evening as they walked by the sea, came a
dramatic development. They had perched themselves high up on a rock to contemplate the
idyllic scene. There was not a sound to be heard except for the sighing of the waves, until
suddenly the silence was shattered by a hoarse cry from Orson: ‘The ring, the ring! You’re



wearing my ring!’ And indeed, there it was, his ring – and on the correct finger – sparkling in the
moonlight. Orson was speechless with happiness. What a girl! And what a lovely, sensitive and
romantic way to accept his proposal! He fell on his knees, covering her hands with kisses. But
she recoiled. ‘Not so fast, Orson, not so fast. You’ve got it all wrong, this doesn’t mean what you
think it means. No, not that at all!’ Orson fell back, stunned. ‘Then what does it mean?’ She
seemed embarrassed. ‘Well, I caught my brother in my room today, he was going through my
things . . .’ Orson remained silent. ‘Perhaps I didn’t tell you, he’s a habitual thief and I knew he
was after the ring.’ Orson didn’t utter a word. ‘So I felt the only thing to do was to wear it – to be
on the safe side, so to speak.’33Welles, recounted Elizabeth Montagu, smiled wryly as he told
them this, but they were silent: it was all rather sad. ‘But, I thought, anyone who can tell such a
story against himself must have stature, and I soon found myself revising my opinion of Orson
Welles.’ This lightly embroidered story – loosely founded on elements of his relationship with Lea
Padovani, crystallised into a conte or a parable worthy, in its way, of Guy de Maupassant or
Oscar Wilde – is typical of one of Welles’s most characteristic creative procedures: the
fashioning of what Isak Dinesen called ‘anecdotes of destiny’, a phrase that perfectly describes
a great deal of his work, expressing a view of the world that is at once profoundly romantic,
deeply ironic and incorrigibly pessimistic.CHAPTER TWOBlessed and DamnedWELLES SHOT
virtually all his scenes in The Third Man at Shepperton Studios near London during one week,
the third week of January 1949. This tight schedule had been imposed on the production by
Welles, claiming other commitments, though it is not at all clear what else he was doing around
that time. The result was that all the sets involving him had to be ready simultaneously, and a
second unit was needed in order to waste as little time as possible; on one particular day Welles
worked on eight different sets. The reproduction of both the Prater Great Wheel and the sewers
was a considerable challenge, both in construction and in continuity, and it is a tribute to Reed
and his team that it is virtually impossible to know what is real Vienna and what is faked – the
sort of trompe l’oeil that Welles deployed with such pleasure in his own films. He seems to have
been curiously anxious during the week’s shooting, creating such a tense atmosphere around
himself that the crew stopped talking to him. ‘Aren’t I in this movie?’ he asked Elizabeth Montagu
plaintively. On one notable occasion, during a short section of the crucial Great Wheel
sequence, she reported that ‘Orson couldn’t get it right, fluffing his few lines for take after take. I
think there must have been twenty-five to thirty before Carol was satisfied. It was very
embarrassing for all concerned and even Carol seemed unable to help him. Afterwards, Orson
looked completely drained and left the studio without a word.’1That evening, Montagu asked
Cotten what the problem was. Cotten traced it back to their days together at the Mercury Theatre
when, he said, Welles had a kind of inferiority complex about acting, ‘especially with me’. There
was no question, he said, that Welles was one of the greatest directors of all time, but he was
uncertain of himself as an actor. ‘And he knows that I know that.’ This interesting complication in
the relationship between the two old friends deeply informs their performances in The Third
Man, as it had in Citizen Kane; the idea of betrayal, so familiar in Welles’s films, is nowhere more



brilliantly expressed than in his performance in Greene’s deeply uneasy story; it hangs in the air
between the two men. Welles ‘knows that I know’: Cotten sees through him, at the very least on
the level of acting. Welles was often to express himself, with remarkable honesty, on the subject
of his being found out – when he had the chance of meeting Isak Dinesen, the living writer he
admired above all others, he ran away from it, for fear, he said, that she would see through him.It
seems extraordinary that such a prodigally gifted individual should feel so exposed, so lacking in
a sense of his own worth. In the sphere of acting, the word his fellow-players use over and over
again about his work as an actor is ‘insecure’. Sometimes this is a matter of Welles not having
learned his lines, or not having given himself time to prepare the part properly. But at a deeper
level it seems that this hugely charismatic, formidably imposing man was unconvinced that he
was interesting enough. Joseph Cotten was no great actor, but he was utterly at ease with his
own body, and conscious of (but not in the least narcissistic about) his handsome features. This
amounts to a kind of integrity, an authenticity, which Welles felt he lacked. This tension of course
underlies the relationship between Charles Foster Kane and Jedediah Leland in Citizen Kane.
Welles frequently spoke of his pride in his skills, and indeed of his natural attributes – he knew
that his physical stature and his unique voice were huge assets – but more insistently he
expressed dislike of his features (above all his nose) and a deep, almost existential anxiety
about what he had to offer, most often choosing to hide himself behind prosthetics or, worse,
histrionics.In The Third Man he does neither. It is a profoundly good performance, exactly what
Korda promised Selznick it would be: ‘extraordinary in attraction and superior in intellect’. It is a
truly dangerous performance, the depth of the cynicism constantly present just beneath the
understated but irresistibly seductive, almost sexual charm. The performance is utterly,
believably real, at the same time hinting at some terrible truths about the human condition. He is
monstrous, somehow diabolical, this fresh-cheeked, boyish, playful figure. It is hard not to be
reminded of Eldred in Bright Lucifer, the play Welles wrote when he was sixteen years old.
Greene’s Manichaean Catholicism rears its alarming head in the novella that is the source for his
screenplay (and which Welles of course had read): ‘for the first time,’ Greene writes, ‘Holly
looked back through the years without admiration: as he thought [of Harry]: He’s never grown up.
Marlowe’s devils wore squibs attached to their tails: evil was like Peter Pan – it carried with it the
horrifying and horrible gift of eternal youth.’ Along with his Falstaff, who is Harry Lime’s exact
antipode, this is incomparably Welles’s best performance. And it is done without make-up.
Perhaps that is why he was so insecure; but the end result is a startling, unsettling
transparency.It is interesting to speculate how much Carol Reed influenced the performance. As
we have seen, it was Welles’s practice to arrive on a film set with his interpretation, his make-up
(which he always devised and generally executed himself), his part and even his shot list
perfectly self-created, hermetically sealed and ready to be slotted into the rest of the film. He
seems to have attempted to do so with Reed, but the Englishman was a canny operator, with a
background in theatre (he was the illegitimate son of Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree, the great
Edwardian actor-manager) and possessed of what would nowadays be described as excellent



people-skills; he was especially renowned for his ability to direct children. When Welles finally
arrived on the fragrant sewer set in Shepperton, he offered Reed a suggestion as to how the
scene might be shot: ‘Brilliant, Orson, really brilliant!’ Elizabeth Montagu reports Reed as saying.
‘I wish I had thought of that!’ He then paused and looked around. ‘But as everything is set up to
shoot it my way, we’ll go ahead. And then, Orson, we’ll do it again, your way . . .’ After fifteen
takes of doing it Reed’s way, Welles had had enough. There were several other similar incidents,
says Montagu, ‘until Orson realised he could never win and gave up trying’.2 Another way of
expressing it, perhaps, is that after having put Reed through a series of successfully passed
tests and challenges – a frequent tactic of his – Welles came to trust Reed.On The Third Man he
only once deployed his normal method of imposing himself on a film – rewriting – and that was a
triumph, a huge contribution to the film’s success. The speech he famously wrote for himself at
the end of the Great Wheel scene is perfectly phrased, very funny and entirely in character;
when he first spoke the lines on the set, the crew (not especially enamoured of Welles, as we
have seen) laughed in all the right places. As written by Greene, the last lines of the scene had
Harry replying to Holly’s question ‘And Anna – you won’t do a thing to help?’‘If I could, old man,
of course. But my hands are tied. If we meet again, Holly, it’s you I want to see, and not the
police. Remember, won’t you?’Welles amended it thus:‘When you make your mind up, send me
a message – I’ll meet you any place, any time, and when we do meet, old man, it’s you I want to
see, not the police . . . and don’t be so gloomy . . . after all, it’s not that awful – you know what the
fellow said . . . In Italy for thirty years under the Borgias they had warfare, terror, murder,
bloodshed – they produced Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci and the Renaissance. In
Switzerland they had brotherly love, five hundred years of democracy and peace, and what did
that produce? . . . The cuckoo clock. So long, Holly.’Greene always openly acknowledged
Welles’s authorship of these famous lines; Welles in turn graciously insisted that he had cribbed
them from a play by a Hungarian whose name he had forgotten, which he had seen when he
was a little boy visiting Vienna with his father. To Peter Bogdanovich (with whom Welles recorded
a number of conversations that became the book This is Orson Welles) he claimed that he had
written every line that Harry uttered, but that is untrue, as the original screenplay reveals. He
went further with André Bazin and Charles Bitsch in Cahiers du Cinéma: ‘I created him all round;
it was more than just a part for me. Harry Lime is without doubt a part of my creative work.’ This
is true enough, but only in the sense that Quasimodo is part of Charles Laughton’s creative
work, and Rick Blaine’s part of Humphrey Bogart’s. In the same interview Welles added, ‘and
he’s a Shakespearian character too; he’s very close to the Bastard in King John’. But what
makes it remarkable in Welles’s work as an actor in The Third Man is precisely that it isn’t
Shakespearean; it’s Greenean. It has nothing of the theatre about it at all. Welles knew that he
had been given such a superb entrance – appearing in the fifty-ninth minute of the film, after
being referred to fifty-seven times – that he must do nothing: he must simply be. As for his
involvement in the script, the question of authorship was always a delicate one for Welles; as it
happens, the screenplay of The Third Man, like many, perhaps most, screenplays, is the work of



several hands – Greene’s, first and foremost, of course; innumerable contributions, small and
large, from Reed; Jerome Chodorov’s reworking of the central characters to Americanise them;
unspecified contributions from Maggie Poole, wife of the playwright Rodney Ackland; and an
entire substantial layer of plot (the false penicillin racket) derived by Greene from stories shown
him by his friend Peter Smollett, né Smolka, the Times correspondent in Vienna, whom Greene
knew through his close friend Kim Philby, the British spy (famously dubbed the Fourth Man in the
British press).And Welles’s contributions, both thespian and verbal (he also added some well-
placed lines about digestive tablets, which echo nicely with the pseudo-penicillin drugs Harry is
peddling), are very much part of what makes the film so good. Like Casablanca and Four
Weddings and a Funeral, it is a triumph, above all, of chemistry, which is to say, a triumph of
producing: all the elements – all the contributions so carefully assembled by Korda – cohere
perfectly in Reed’s masterly hands. Guy Hamilton has described how ruthless Reed was in the
editing process: superb sequences that would have made another man’s career were extirpated
without a second’s thought. They didn’t serve the whole, dissipated tension where it was most
required, and distracted attention from the main thrust of the narrative. And Reed knew exactly
what he was doing when he accepted Welles’s rewrite of the end of the Great Wheel scene. If he
hadn’t thought it worked, he would have cut it. ‘It was Carol’s film, Peter,’ Welles told
Bogdanovich, ‘ – and Korda’s.’ This was certainly true. After a dreadful run of flaccid and insipid
flops since the end of the war, Korda desperately needed this film to be a success, but the way
to ensure that, as he never ceased to remind Selznick, was to enable Reed to make the film he
wanted to make. It was, as it happens, the last time he and Welles attempted to work together,
which is a great shame: if Welles could have worked with any producer, surely it would have
been Korda. But Korda had evidently had enough; after The Third Man he sold Welles’s contract
on to the British hack film-maker Herbert Wilcox, for whom Welles appeared in two resoundingly
dull potboilers.The Third Man, it is hard not to feel, is exactly the sort of film that Welles should
have been making. It is so Wellesian, in fact, that there is a widespread belief that he was
somehow responsible for it, even if only by osmosis. That this was not so has been amply
demonstrated here and elsewhere, though Welles himself – despite his ringing endorsement to
Bogdanovich of Reed’s authorship of the film (as opposed to the screenplay) – was sometimes
unable to resist fuelling the suspicion, most notably in his 1958 interview in Cahiers du Cinéma.
The interviewers, André Bazin and Charles Bitsch, told him that they felt there were sequences
in the film that he had directed himself, for instance the one in front of the Great Wheel. ‘“Direct”
is a word I must explain,’ says Welles, with masterly ambiguity. ‘The whole question is who takes
the initiative. First of all I don’t want to look as though I’m upstaging Carol Reed; secondly, he is
incontestably a very competent director; thirdly he has in common with me that if someone has a
good idea, he lets them get on with it; he likes to see something inspired happening, and doesn’t
try to put it down because it’s not his, as too many little film directors do. But it’s tricky to say
anything about this film, because I’ve been very discreet, and I don’t want now . . .’ At which point
he went on to claim that he had written the whole of Harry’s dialogue.He later felt ashamed of



what he had so publicly implied, and retracted it. But in the late 1960s he was not above telling
the young British actor Jonathan Lynn that when they fell behind schedule on the film, Carol
Reed had given him a camera and asked him to direct some second-unit scenes, ‘including the
memorable scene where the cat finds Harry Lime hiding in a doorway’.3 It was hard for Welles –
humiliating, in fact – to have been part of something brilliant for which he was not responsible.
He was Orson Welles, after all, Welles the wunderkind, the quadruple threat: how could he
simply have given a very good performance? The point is that what Welles gave to the film is
infinitely more than any rewrite, or any purported second-unit work: he gave of himself, which he
was very rarely to do in his work as an actor in other men’s films. And he was duly rewarded with
a success unlike any he had ever experienced, or ever would again, to the extent that his
identification with the part became positively irksome, though not without its advantages. It is a
glimpse of the very different acting career he might have had, had he chosen ever to trust a
director again.After Welles finished his brief stint on The Third Man, he went back to Italy to start
spending his $100,000 salary on resuming Othello – or, rather, on starting it all over again. He
had shot 3,000 metres of film, nearly two hours’ worth; now he dumped it all. Meanwhile, due to
pressure from critics, Kane finally went on delayed general release in Italy, truncated and re-
edited. This was RKO’s delayed revenge on Welles for the detested final-cut clause in his
original contract with them; when the Italian critics protested about the recutting, RKO had
replied, in an official statement: ‘The less films of this sort that are seen, the better: they ruin the
public’s taste.’ Back in America, disastrous reviews of Macbeth prompted Republic to recut that,
too. Regardless, Welles ploughed on with Othello; what else could he do? His immediate priority
was to find an Iago, and to that end he approached his old friend Hilton Edwards, co-director of
the Gate Theatre in Dublin, where in 1930 the sixteen-year-old Welles had had his start in the
theatre, to persuade Micheál MacLiammóir – Edwards’s partner in life and professionally, the
Gate’s leading actor and chief designer, as well as a playwright and memoirist of some brilliance
– to play the part.MacLiammóir needed persuading because he had not acted on screen since
1916, when he was a boy actor and film was an altogether different medium, and because he
was unconvinced that the camera would be able to cope with what he knew to be his
quintessentially theatrical persona. He also had doubts as to whether he was well cast as Iago;
he was after all, was he not, an acteur noble, a famous Hamlet and before that a Romeo to set
hearts a-flutter? Could he really, he wondered, play a villain? Welles called him, to apply a little
light pressure. ‘Voice not changed at all,’ wrote MacLiammóir in his diary.He said the same of
me: we expressed emotion and revived memories of last farewell on quay-side at New York
fifteen years ago. Said I was very ill; he said the trip and the sight of him would cure me. Said I
was very old; he said so was he. (Forgot to point out that Othello was supposed to be.) Said I’d
never played Iago, he said he’d never played Othello. Said I had put on weight; he said so had
he, and that we’d be two Chubby Tragedians together and that he was going right out to buy
yards of cheese-cloth. Said I didn’t think I’d be any good on movies; he said I was born for them.
(Good God!) Said I didn’t see myself as villain, he said unmentionable word and that I was



patently villainous in all eyes but my own and Hilton’s. All this confusing but intriguing. Finally
rang off and turned to H. saying I didn’t think I could go.4But of course he did. Not many people
could resist Welles in this vein. For the next year, in the vivid, shrewd and remarkably candid
diary he scrupulously kept, from the first day of filming to the last, MacLiammóir observed
Welles and the progress of Othello from the perspective of a newcomer to the art of film-making.
Simultaneously boggle- and lynx-eyed, he witnessed the madness all around him with a sort of
appalled fascination; he was not to know that the shoot of Othello was like no other shoot in the
history of the cinema. He was mesmerised by Welles; in MacLiammóir’s wicked and often
surreal pages, he emerges as five times larger than life and several times stranger. ‘There was
Orson in the doorway,’ he writes of his arrival in Paris, glimpsing Welles for the first time since
1934, ‘huge, expansive, round-headed, almond-eyed, clad apparently in dungarees, and
miraculously unchanged . . . no bridging of the years seemed necessary: exactly as he used to
be, perhaps larger and more, as it were, tropically Byzantine still, but essentially the same old
darkly waltzing tree, half banyan, half oak, the Jungle and the Forest lazily pawing each other for
mastery’.5Welles had called MacLiammóir in late January of 1949, a few days after he had
finished filming in The Third Man. He summoned him to Paris, where they rehearsed in various
hotel rooms, perhaps not too strenuously – ‘rehearsing and eating’, one entry records – but
rehearsals in film, however informal, are always worth their weight in gold. MacLiammóir and
Welles were in agreement about the characters: ‘no single trace of the Mephistophelean Iago is
to be used,’ wrote MacLiammóir, ‘no conscious villainy; a common man, clever as a wagonload
of monkeys, his thought never on the present moment but always on the move after the move
after next: a business man dealing in destruction with neatness, method, and a proper pleasure
in his work: the honest honest Iago reputation is accepted because it has become almost the
truth . . .’ Sexual dysfunction, as Welles saw it, was Iago’s underlying motive: ‘the immemorial
hatred of life, the secret isolation of impotence under the soldier’s muscles, the flabby solitude
gnawing at the groins, the eye’s untiring calculation’. Welles had no truck with the Christian, or
perhaps more precisely the Catholic, notion of unmotivated malignancy, of diabolic negativity: it
was the banality of evil that interested him in Iago. ‘Any tendency to passion,’ recorded
MacLiammóir, ‘even the expression of the onlookers’ delight at the spectacle of disaster, makes
for open villainy and must be crushed.’ When Iago is explaining to Desdemona’s gormless would-
be suitor Roderigo how he will dispose of his supposed rival Cassio, he says: ‘Why, by making
him uncapable of his place . . .’ Roderigo looks blank, and Iago, according to Welles – ‘as though
explaining to a child why it should brush its teeth,’ as MacLiammóir puts it – adds, with a
pleasant smile, ‘Knocking out his brains’.MacLiammóir’s account of these rehearsals is one of
the few records we have of Welles’s work on a text with an actor, and it is interesting to see how
detailed Welles’s view of the characters and their relationship was, complex and full of
psychological detail. But as always with him, his thoughts were crystallising into visual imagery:
even in these preliminary rehearsals he spoke of ‘the growing dependence of Othello on Iago’s
presence, the merging of the two men into one murderous image like a pattern of loving



shadows welded’. It is further interesting to note that MacLiammóir describes Welles, before they
had ever stood in front of the cameras, delivering the lines ‘with a queer breathless rapidity: this
treatment, with his great bulk and power, gives an extraordinary feeling of loss, of withering,
diminishing, crumbling, toppling over, of a vanishing equilibrium; quite wonderful’. MacLiammóir
wondered whether this was a conscious rejection by Welles of the approach he had used in
Macbeth, ‘letting us have the stuff from the wild lungs and in the manner intended’, reflecting
that ‘people didn’t like it, a verdict possibly shared by the camera, so there maybe is the
answer’.They were soon joined at rehearsals by Lea Padovani. She was ‘fascinating’, said
MacLiammóir, ‘and doesn’t seem to like Desdemona at all’. A few days later she was sacked,
and was back on the plane to Rome. This eruption had been a long time coming. Padovani had
at last pushed Welles too far, and their relationship ended, she told Welles’s biographer Charles
Higham, in a spectacularly physical fight in which she finally knocked him out with a doorstop.
Rita Ribolla, in her diary of events, reports a much chillier, much bleaker account of the break-
up, which evidently took place not in Rome, but in Paris, where at four o’clock in the morning
Welles woke Ribolla, bursting into her hotel room with a bunch of bedraggled flowers and the
news that the engagement with Lea was off. ‘She made a terrible scene,’ Ribolla reports Welles
as saying. ‘Very dramatic.’‘What did she say?’ ‘That she preferred to live in a furnished room and
eat spaghetti for the rest of her life than become Mrs Welles.’ ‘What did you say?’ ‘I wired you to
come.’ ‘What are you going to do now?’ ‘I had you come over to tell me that.’ ‘I?’ ‘Of course, who
else?’ ‘Do you still love her?’ ‘Yes. Yes. Yes.’ ‘Do you want to try and persuade her to change her
mind?’ ‘No, No. No!’ ‘You’ll wake up the entire hotel.’ ‘Why, is anyone asleep?’ ‘It’s 4.40 in the
morning.’ ‘Is it really?’ ‘Yes.’ ‘Then I suppose you want to go to bed, so I’d better go to the Bois.’
‘The Bois?’ ‘Yes, where else can I find a bench to lay down on with my misery?’6Ribolla asked
what Welles wanted her to do with Lea.‘Get her out on the first plane back to Rome.’ I called
downstairs for a taxi and threw a coat over my shoulders. ‘Shall we go?’ I asked. He heaved
himself out of the chair, up from the remnants of what once had been flowers. ‘Oh dear,’ he said.
‘How did this happen?’ I was tactful enough not to say anything. He picked them up and tried to
squeeze them back into form, mumbling that they’d been so pretty, he’d gone into such trouble
to find an open shop in the middle of the night, he’d hoped to give me a little pleasure with
them.She checked Welles into the George V under her own name, then called Padovani the
following morning at the Ritz, where she and Welles had been staying in interlocking rooms, to
make arrangements for the flight. Padovani was dressed and packed when Ribolla arrived, and
immediately demanded that the communicating door between her suite and Welles’s be
opened.‘Oh,’ I said. ‘Don’t just stand there and oh at me,’ the ex-Goddess of Love yelled, losing
her attitude of bereavement entirely, ‘Have it opened immediately.’ She stamped her pretty
slender foot with the force of a Bavarian beer-cart horse and sparks of fire shot from her then
quite suddenly switched back to mournful widowhood and mumbled that I should please have it
opened. I asked her why. She said that her jewels were in his room.Eventually the jewels were
recovered, and she departed with them. True to form, Welles immediately accused Ribolla of



stealing them, but she was able to send him a clip from a Roman newspaper showing Padovani
arriving at the airport with all her bijouterie in full view. ‘In the nine months I was with her,’ Welles
said to a journalist some years afterwards, ‘I paid for everything I’d done to women for twenty
years.’ In later years he spoke of her, sometimes affectionately, sometimes disparagingly, but it
appears that it was the most intense amatory relationship of his life to that date – the first time he
had met serious resistance, the first time he had been deeply wounded. Women did not get a
very good report from Welles for many years thereafter.His broken heart was the least of his
worries. He now had no Desdemona. Meanwhile, Padovani’s lover, Giorgio Papi, remained on
board as production manager, despite having had his bag, containing contracts and 4 million lire
in cash, stolen from him in a department store. Contracts were unlovely things to Welles, so he
may have thought their disappearance good riddance, but the 4 million lire would certainly have
come in handy. Papi was exceptionally good at his job, however, and, painful as the associations
might be, Welles retained him to the very end of the shoot. He was determined to press on with
the film, but the loss of his Desdemona demanded considerable rethinking; it may also be that,
quite apart from the emotional distress he was enduring at Padovani’s hands, Welles had finally
realised that her English would never be up to Shakespeare’s verse. So began the Quest for
Desdemona, which continued for some weeks. ‘Have already seen three put through many of
the lines but all wrong,’ wrote MacLiammóir in his diary. ‘Orson developing bloodshot eyes,
always with him a sign of worry.’At one point Cécile Aubry, currently the toast of the French-
speaking world in Henri-Georges Clouzot’s acclaimed Manon, accepted the role; they rehearsed
briefly, she in an Inspector Clouseau-like accent (‘Why I should fear Ai know nawt, seence guilt-
ee-nayss Ai know nawt,’ according to MacLiammóir’s transcript), but within minutes, it seemed,
she was off too, to appear in the latest American–Italian co-production blockbuster, The Black
Rose. Where to turn now? Welles’s friend Anatole Litvak invited him to see the rough-cut of the
film he had just directed, Snakepit, featuring Betsy Blair, a rising actress noted for her fearlessly
left-wing views and for her marriage to Gene Kelly. Welles immediately phoned her in Hollywood
and offered her Desdemona; without the slightest persuasion, she accepted. ‘His conception
was of a modern young woman, a rebel against Venetian society. I’d had a glimmer of this idea
myself, so I was thrilled to be on the right track.’7With Desdemona finally in place, Welles invited
Agnes Moorehead to play Emilia (sublime casting); Dick Wilson touchingly reported that, ‘very
unhappy about the prospect of playing Emilia to Betsy Blair’s Desdemona’, Moorehead had
asked instead to be considered for Desdemona herself. Great actress though she
unquestionably was, it would have been hard to imagine her as the young beauty who stole
Othello’s heart. ‘I took it on myself to turn this suggestion down,’ wrote Wilson, ‘in a nice way, I
assure you.’ Casting Emilia was not a high priority. Welles quickly filled most of the other roles
from London, including Robert Coote, fresh from Powell and Pressburger’s A Matter of Life and
Death, as Roderigo; the Irish-born Michael Laurence as Cassio; and, as Lodovico (a typically
exotic Wellesian touch), Nicholas Bruce, son of the great Diaghilev ballerina Tamara Karsavina;
finally he asked Hilton Edwards to play Desdemona’s father, Brabantio.Welles’s fathers-in-art,



Edwards and MacLiammóir, were now, as a unit, part of the team. Welles’s relationship with the
two men was one of some complexity, and the season he had mounted when he was nineteen at
his old school in Woodstock, Illinois, with them as guest stars (MacLiammóir played Hamlet and
Edwards Tsar Paul I), had further complicated it when they found themselves to be bit-part
players in what seemed to them to be a festival mounted to the greater glory of Orson Welles.
That was 1934; the three men had since been in touch by mail, though Welles was not best
pleased with either Edwards’s telegram congratulating him on his performance ‘as Count
Dracula’ in Jane Eyre or MacLiammóir’s 1946 autobiography, All for Hecuba, which told a rather
different story about Welles’s early break at the Gate Theatre from the one Welles himself had
been telling. But he never ceased to acknowledge their importance in his life and work, the
poetic intensity of MacLiammóir’s acting and his peerless command of language, as well as
Edwards’s mastery of stagecraft, more particularly the radical use of light by which Welles had
been so profoundly influenced. For their part, they were glad of the money: the Gate had had a
troubled existence for some time and they were personally on their uppers. Moreover, Edwards
was keen to learn about film. MacLiammóir had had tea with the ancient Madame Maud Gonne
MacBride, Yeats’s great legendary love, and she had vatically enjoined him to find out how to
make films ‘for Ireland’. Welles’s Othello may not have been the best training
ground.MacLiammóir – unlike many of his colleagues – had in his possession the thing Welles
least liked anyone to have: a contract. It confirmed that he was to be paid 1.5 million French
francs, to cover three weeks rehearsal and ten weeks shooting. The document prudently
stipulated that ‘for any further work over and above this period, the artist shall receive payment
pro rata’; all expenses were also to be paid. In time, this document came to seem like nothing but
a cruel mockery. Meanwhile the great adventure commenced. Or nearly. Just as shooting was
about to begin, everything stopped, again. Welles had run out of money, and he agreed to
appear, for his now statutory fee of $100,000, in yet another American–Italian blockbuster, the
same one, in fact, for which Cécile Aubry had deserted Othello: The Black Rose, in which she
played the title-role of a fourteenth-century virgin; Welles gave his Mongol warlord, Bayan of the
Hundred Eyes – no acting required, if we are to believe Harriet White Medin’s description of his
behaviour in the Casal Pilozzo, just an enjoyable dip into the make-up box. Copper-coloured,
with puffy eyes, he languidly exhales the dialogue, the character’s mind apparently elsewhere.
This may have had something to do with his own preoccupation with finding suitable locations
for Othello. The Black Rose was shooting in Morocco; when Trauner heard this, he urged Welles
to take a detour to Mogador, a little down the coast from inland Meknes, where he was then
shooting, as a likely site for the many scenes set in Cyprus – the bulk of the play, in fact, so it was
a crucial location. Welles found Mogador perfect beyond his wildest imaginings, with its fortress,
its ocean, its starkness and the almost complete absence of the modern world. First occupied by
the British – Drake had Christmas lunch there in 1577 – then by the Berbers and lastly by the
French, Mogador lost its purpose when the port was shifted to Casablanca; the arrival of the
Othello film crew was, says Nicholas Shakespeare in his essay on the town, ‘more or less the



last occasion anything happened in Mogador’.8Just before it did – like a distant hubbub from
another planet – the New York Times brought news of Senator Jack Tenney’s State Senate
Committee on Un-American Activities Report, which listed individuals ‘who followed or
appeased some of the Communist Party line program over a long period of time’. The list
included Charlie Chaplin, Frank Sinatra, Thomas Mann, Dashiell Hammett, Danny Kaye,
Maurice Chevalier, Henry Wallace and Orson Welles. Most of those on the list responded:
Sinatra said that ‘this statement is the product of liars, and liars to me make very un-American
leaders’. ‘I don’t know what they’re talking about,’ said the great bandleader Artie Shaw. ‘I don’t
think they do either.’ Katharine Hepburn ‘refused to dignify Mr Tenney’s un-American accusation
with a reply’.9 There was no response at all from Welles. Perhaps he didn’t know that he was
even on the list. Perhaps, obsessed by trying to film his seventeenth-century story of the
corrosive effects of jealousy, he no longer cared.Welles had assembled the crew for Othello
largely from the Italian–American films in which he had recently acted: Washinsky, the first
assistant director, as we have seen, he met on Black Magic; the director of photography, with
whom he had also worked on Black Magic in his dual capacity as star and unofficial director,
was the great Anchise Brizzi, who had shot the Italian film that Welles admired above all others,
Shoe-Shine. Brizzi’s associate was Alberto Fusi, who had filmed the sequences in Venice with
Padovani the previous year; their junior was Oberdan Troiani, at the very beginning of his career.
Giorgio Papi, also from Black Magic, though still nominally production manager, had decided
that Morocco was not for him (apart from anything else, his mistress, Padovani, wasn’t there). So
Welles had hired, seemingly at random, an American called Cunningham, who was the inventor
of a type of magnetic recording tape, the possibilities of which of course thrilled Welles, but
whose qualifications for getting permits, arranging transportation and so on were non-existent; in
the end, even the magnetic tape turned out not to have worked, leaving then without so much as
a guide track for the footage. Trauner arranged for a Frenchman, Julien Derode (who would later
go on to coproduce The Day of the Jackal and Julia), to take charge of the day-to-day running of
the production, which he did, with more or less cooperation from Welles and the rest of the crew.
Welles had also summoned another colleague from an earlier time, the Hungarian cameraman
George Fanto, with whom he had shot the superb Jangadeiros section of his aborted film It’s All
True in Brazil. ‘ARE YOU AVAILABLE TO FLY IMMEDIATELY CASABLANCA,’ came the
telegram. ‘REPLY HOTEL DE PARIS, MOGADOR.’10 Fanto, who had been in Rio making
educational programmes for a series called Native Brazilians, was on the next flight out.He
arrived at the same time as MacLiammóir, Hilton Edwards, Betsy Blair and Robert Coote; dinner
was already under way at the Hotel de Paris. ‘Squeezed together at one long table in the dining
room’, wrote Fanto, ‘were the cast, the technicians, French and Moroccan dignitaries, members
of the international press, Shakespearean scholars. They wore costumes, kaftans, uniforms,
suits and leisurewear.’ This was paradise for Welles; back to the palmy days of It’s All True:
immersion in another culture, another world. ‘The table was loaded with African lobster, lamb
stew with couscous, lots of wine and only water for the Moroccans. Everybody competed for



Welles’s attention. He could and did deal with all, sitting at the head of the table . . . nothing
escaped Welles’s attention as he was endowed with a perception which was a combination of
antenna, radar and computer.’11 He spotted MacLiammóir, and ‘rose thunderously from hordes
of tumultuous diners and swept towards me waving his napkin like a flag and crying, “Welcome,
welcome, dearest Micheál!” Then, folding me in bear-like embrace, stopped dead suddenly to
say “Hey! what have you been doing? You’ve put on about six pounds. God dammit, I engaged
you to play Iago and here you come Waddling In To Do It!”’ Thus publicly shamed, MacLiammóir
picked guiltily at his supper, after which Welles took him on a tour of the moonlit fortress town.
‘Pacing up and down under the moon, I learned of his endless difficulties about money, Italian
wardrobe, and cost of labour: everything as I see it is against him before he starts, but his
courage, like everything else about him, imagination, egotism, generosity, ruthlessness,
forbearance, impatience, sensitivity, grossness and vision, is magnificently out of proportion. His
position at the moment is grotesque in its lack of stability and even likelihood, but he will win
through and all at the end will fall into his hands, the bright-winged old gorilla.’12 MacLiammóir’s
confidence was to be sorely tried.It is no accident that the published version of his diary is
entitled (quoting from Iago’s advice to Roderigo) Put Money in Thy Purse. Money was at the core
of their problems, from beginning to end. Welles was now on his own: Scalera had pulled out of
their co-production. The Italians would simply distribute. ‘The film’, said a press release, ‘will be
produced by Mr Welles at his own expense,’13 as chilling a phrase as can be imagined. It is hard
to think of any major director who is not independently wealthy or has a studio of their own who
had ever contemplated such a thing. The reality kicked in immediately. On the very first day of
rehearsals, 10 June, the entire male wardrobe, ordered from the house of Peruzzi in Florence,
failed to appear because of non-payment of bills. Betsy Blair was in the production office when
Welles and Trauner arrived in some agitation. ‘Orson pleaded on the phone to Florence; he
shouted and threatened and appealed in the name of Art, civilized values, and future work. It
was to no avail. If there was no cash on the table, no costumes would be on the plane. And there
was no cash.’14The first scheduled scene was the murder of Roderigo, which Welles had
planned to shoot in the street. There seemed no way forward; even the improvised costumes
were not yet ready. After sketching in silence for a while, Trauner, says Betsy Blair, quietly
suggested that they shoot the scene in a Turkish bath, with the actors in towels. ‘Orson roared
with joy,’ says Blair. ‘He threw his arms around Trauner, picked him up, and danced from table to
table.’ MacLiammóir reports it differently: Welles had the inspiration himself during a sleepless
night. It seems, in fact, that Trauner had already designed a Turkish bath months earlier,
shrewdly supposing that there would be a use for one. It’s possible that Welles chose to make it
seem as if they were at a complete impasse (though the absence of nearly all the male
principals’ costumes constitutes a very real impasse) in order to pull a brilliant solution out of the
hat, instilling the principle of improvisation in the minds of his cast and crew; either way, the
scene as shot has a fantastic sense of sprezzatura, a freshness and a sense of being made up
as it goes along, which is everything Welles wanted in a film. And this extemporising spirit is



what he sought above all else in his collaborators.Fanto described Trauner as ‘a wizard when it
came to executing ideas which Welles came up with under stress’. He found a perfect location
for the Turkish bath, under the rampart of the fortress that was used by the locals as a fish-
market, and he rapidly transformed it, to great visual effect. ‘It was a place with vaults on two
levels,’ said Trauner. ‘I just needed to install some gratings. We had no smoke machines, so we
used incense. As you can imagine, the mingled fumes of incense and fish were rather striking.’
As usual, Welles demonstrated what he wanted by making sketches. His drawings, said Trauner,
showed his very good visual sense. ‘He never denied the decorative aspect, but he stripped it
down. He was one of the first to strip characters . . . his visions were a painter’s visions. Like
Eisenstein’s.’15 In the absence of the costumes from Rome, Trauner got the Jewish tailors of
Mogador to run them up from whatever materials they had to hand. They made fake armour with
sardine cans, while the local tannery made shoes, jerkins and uniforms. The simple, homespun
character of the clothes thus conjured up proved to be an improvement over what had been
envisaged by Trauner and Welles. ‘When we needed a chain for Desdemona’s handbag,’
Trauner said, ‘I liberated the toilet chains from the hotel, which did the trick perfectly.’ When the
money was at last released, the costumes arrived from Italy, embroidered and brocaded. ‘We
gave them to the extras; otherwise they would have clashed with the simplicity of the local
materials.’16 Mogador was doing very well out of the film: ‘the whole town mucked in as extras,’
reported Nicholas Shakespeare, ‘each person rewarded with a daily ration of two dirhams, a tin
of sardines, some Coca-Cola and some bread’.Welles was now quite literally making it up as he
went along, responding to the environment, constantly looking for ways of intensifying the drama
by visual means; the text, he felt, would look after itself, at least as long as he and MacLiammóir
were speaking it. MacLiammóir was astonished at the frenzy of the process, as well he might
have been. Not since the early days of cinema – when Abel Gance would hike up the adrenalin
levels by firing pistols into the air over the actors’ heads – had a director been so mercurial, so
personally involved in the physical process of filming. The extremely lively sequence in which
Cassio gets drunk turned, according to MacLiammóir, ‘into a real Orgy’ because Washinsky, out-
Wellesing Welles, let loose a few barrels of red wine among hordes of Jewish extras:The Arabs
stuck to Coca-Cola . . . Hilton, nothing loath to help in this sort of scene, rushed up and down on
one side of the harbour armed with a stout stick and yelling directions in English with some
scattered but vivacious ejaculations in French, with Washinsky on the other side screaming in
any language that came into his head. Orson stood on a rickety pile of boxes and stood behind
the camera yelling in American and Italian . . . as Bob, Michael and I dashed about among the
crowd bawling what we could of Shakespeare’s lines and being slapped, pinched and pushed
and winked at by now totally inebriated Israelite soldiers.17Welles seemed to have no
predetermined plan and rarely completed a scene, preferring to shoot fragments – ‘pieces of a
puzzle’, in the words of Jean-Pierre Berthomé, ‘to which only he had the answer’.18 He never
actually appeared in front of the camera himself unless it was unavoidable. He was
understandably preoccupied with all the other elements for which he was responsible, but in



addition he was nervous of acting with his fellow-actors, or even committing to a performance;
nonetheless he appeared on the set in full make-up. At the end of every day, Troiani, the
assistant cameraman, had a blacker face than Welles, because whenever Welles peered
through the viewfinder to see a new set-up, he left his make-up on it.The crew were shooting on
an old-style heavy Mitchell News Camera. ‘It took a quarter of an hour to get the thing right,’
reported Troiani, ‘because Welles would maybe want a tower in the distance to be seen between
two strands of hair. The actor had to be absolutely motionless.’19 Then one of the new Caméflex
cameras arrived: Welles was among the first to use it; the delighted manufacturer, Éclair, sent
someone to photograph him doing so. Introduced just two years earlier, it was a shoulder-held
portable 35mm camera with instant-change magazines, and it offered Welles exactly the
freedom he craved; now he could follow his impulses. The director of photography, Anchise
Brizzi – patrician and classical, impeccable in his three-piece suit in the midday Moroccan sun –
loathed Welles’s way of working, as did his associate Fusi. Troiani reports that Welles would ask
Brizzi if the shot was okay. ‘It’s okay,’ he would reply, ‘though to my way of thinking . . . ’ ‘I’ll shoot
the whole goddam movie again if I have to,’ Welles used to retort, ‘just tell me was it good or
not?’20Eventually the two cameramen had had enough and walked out. Papi advised Troiani
that if he followed suit, he’d end up at the bottom of the ocean, which was persuasive enough to
make him stay, but only as assistant cameraman. Troiani concluded that being Welles’s director
of photography would be a nightmare, but he loved the way Welles worked, constantly building
shots to create an effect on the viewer – unlike Visconti, for example, who, as far as Troiani was
concerned, had ‘no conception of cinema at all; it was just filmed theatre’. After Othello, Troiani
had no time for anyone but Welles in fact: ‘for me, if they didn’t live up to Welles, they were
nobody’.21 Trauner described the atmosphere of the shoot as ‘rather Elizabethan – perhaps
more Elizabethan than the film itself’.They had all been living in their hotel in the nearby city of
Safi for some three or four weeks; no bills had been paid, so, there was only one thing for it,
wrote George Fanto: ‘you have to show that you’re not poor so you order more and more
extravagant dishes’. This was a perfectly Hungarian modus operandi, one that Alexander Korda
had used all his life. Fanto’s very rich mother had come to stay in the hotel, and she kept the staff
sweet with tips, cigarettes and expensive confectionery. ‘We were a small team during filming,’
wrote Fanto. ‘We had unending discussions from dusk to dawn, flung ourselves into major
philosophical debates with Orson who suffered from insomnia. These conversations would go
on till 3 in the morning and resume at 6. Between us – with MacLiammóir and Hilton – we had
plenty of things to fight about. Very lively it was, very animated.’22 It is notable that of the
cinematographers, only Fanto was part of this lively band.Before he walked out, Brizzi had shot
tests on Betsy Blair; she was asked simply to speak the phrase ‘Welcome, My Lord Othello, to
Cyprus’ a number of times over the course of two days’ shooting on the ramparts. She was
having a splendid time in Mogador and adored sitting with everyone in the evenings, listening
while Welles regaled them with his visions of Othello and projects to come – among them what
sounds like a rather enticing musical version of The Tempest with Louis Armstrong as Caliban.



Then suddenly filming stopped and Welles disappeared. Blair got a note that she was to pack
without telling anyone; Welles would be waiting for her in a hotel in Casablanca. He received her
in his bed in huge white silk pyjamas and vividly described how dire the financial circumstances
were. ‘Any disappointment I might have felt was dissolved in sympathy for him. He said he knew
I’d want to get back to Gene and Kerry and not hang around Rome while he scrabbled for
finance. As soon as it was in place, he’d summon me back.’ He was very excited, he said, about
their ‘characterization’. He’d keep her posted at all times. Oh, and by the way, could she buy her
own ticket back to LA? It would be reimbursed, of course.23 Of course it wasn’t: and of course
she never heard from him again. Welles had decided, he told MacLiammóir, that Blair was ‘too
modern’ – the very reason he had cast her. Clearly he had no easy answer to the crucial
question of what kind of a woman Desdemona was; no doubt his recent experience with Lea
Padovani had deeply confused his view. The rest of the cast were told she had been sent on
holiday to Paris. In due course Fanto, who had taken on some of the tasks of the production
manager, wrote to Blair to tell her the truth, explaining that Welles was only trying to serve the
film, and Shakespeare. Some time later he got a reply from her: ‘I am no longer angry with
Orson,’ she wrote. ‘I don’t think he’s a bastard, as a matter of fact I quite agree with
you.’24Filming had not of course closed down; it continued, after a fashion, as Welles publicly
pondered how to shoot the film. ‘Orson beautifully dressed up and painted a dark chocolate
brown,’ noted MacLiammóir:paced to and fro for hours thinking it all out on the edge of the
farthest watch tower, among a thicket of cannons and anxious shivering technicians, black rocks
and leaping waves below, and a tempest howling overhead. Finally with warnings frantically
hissed and shrieked at us by everyone, we assume stout leather belts to which ropes are
attached, and held fast by Marc, Pierrot and other members of the French crew (Arabs being
considered too emotional for the job) hang at right angles from the battlements in order to play
the scene, camera at dizzy levels conveying sense of terror and (not wholly unfounded) feeling
of physical danger . . . as neither of us could hear the other speak and as we were both
continually engaged in pulling portions of our clothes out of our mouths whither the wild winds
had tossed them, intimate and rather spicy information proffered by Iago was difficult.25At least
Welles no longer had to carry in his head the whole of what he had shot: the film finally had a
continuity supervisor, known as Gouzy. They also had an Emilia, Fay Compton; had it not been
for the lack of a Desdemona – details, details – they would have had a full cast. Compton was a
very distinguished British actress, with a famously vivacious private life, noted for her classical
work and not without experience in film; she had appeared with some success for Carol Reed in
Odd Man Out. She arrived in Safi full of trepidation, having taken the job against the advice of
her agent; London was awash with rumours about the production and, sure enough, on arrival at
the hotel she found a gang of actors on the brink of mutiny. Someone immediately showed her a
clipping in a French newspaper reporting that Welles had no money, and that the film would
never be made. Certain that the experience would be, at the very least, interesting, she too
decided to keep a diary. Called to Mogador the following day, she met Welles, ‘who seems really



pleased to meet me’, she confided in her diary. She had drinks with MacLiammóir and Edwards
and was driven back to Safi with them in Welles’s car, swigging from MacLiammóir’s bottle of
brandy. ‘Much laughter and many stories told.’ There were more drinks, then more.The next day
Compton started filming – the handkerchief scene – and, back in the hotel, she seized the
opportunity to press her contract into Welles’s hand; thus cornered, he then ‘got off’, she told
dear diary, ‘with French tootsie actress in hotel’. In his absence, she settled in for her first proper
gossip with the actors, discovering that they and the crew had only got any money at all because
they refused to move from Rome until they were paid. MacLiammóir had received nothing,
having being offered a slice of the film instead, which he didn’t want. ‘And rightly too. It may never
be finished or shown.’ Compton concluded that ‘Orson has apparently mucked everything up.’
The following day they shot more of the handkerchief scene, and later, at supper, where he
joined them after he had, again, ‘dallied with his tootsie’, she found herself falling under his spell.
‘An overwhelming personality with a capital E ego. Incredible energy and vitality . . . as a director
is very patient, very helpful . . . as he says, to be good in films, you must not so much act as
think . . . very much the same as Carol’s method.’26Three days later, just as she was getting into
her stride, the production was suddenly closed down and the camera crew released, with the
expectation of further shooting in three weeks’ time in Venice. Welles, MacLiammóir and
Edwards all fell ill with bronchitic ailments. Fay Compton told her diary that she hoped the film
would be made, ‘if only to stop the “I told you so”s’. Orson, she said, was ‘a Great Titan against
The World’27 (which, she added, not unperceptively, was how he saw himself). MacLiammóir
and Edwards found themselves back in Paris – ‘habitual feeling of having never left Paris
descends’ – and were introduced by Julien Derode to the new Desdemona, the French-
Canadian actress Suzanne Cloutier, whom Welles had seen in Duvivier’s Au Royaume des
Cieux; she had also just acted in Marcel Carné’s Juliette, as yet unreleased. ‘Feel sure’, wrote
MacLiammóir, ‘somewhere in her There is Steel. Interesting; I smell Ham, Character,
Individuality, and above all, Indestructible Will, and prophesy that Orson will have trouble with
her (as she no doubt with him).’28 MacLiammóir’s prophetic soul did not deceive him.CHAPTER
THREEDer Dritter Mann PersönlichFAY COMPTON returned to London, where gossip about the
film was raging more fiercely than ever. Robert Coote had gone to Rome, whence he
telegraphed her: ‘DARLING PLEASE DO NOT COME HERE. IT’S EVER SO NASTY’ and
followed it up with a postcard saying, ‘they have no news, no money, drinks, gals, clothes or
future. What is happening?’1 He sent Welles a cable asking whether the film had been
abandoned. Lee Cresell sent Compton a card saying that not a shot of film had been done and
that everyone was in the usual state of nervous collapse. Her agent told her that the whole thing
was ‘a washout’. Then suddenly, at a day’s notice, she was summoned, and made the difficult
journey from Northolt via Milan and thence to Venice by train.There was no one to meet her.
Compton got to the Europa Hotel, where she had been told to find Welles, but he was not in; she
tried calling MacLiammóir, at which point Welles arrived, astonished that she was there, but
delighted. Flowing over with bonhomie, he gave her his room overlooking the Grand Canal; he,



MacLiammóir and Edwards then took her to Harry’s Bar. From there they all took a gondola back
to the hotel, but Welles got off at a nightclub, ‘where he is meeting some Tootsie, I imagine,’ she
steamily informed her diary. The following day was less agreeable. They all met for dinner, along
with Suzanne Cloutier, Nicholas Bruce and Robert Coote, who moaned about his hotel room.
Welles – ‘nervy and depressed’ – attacked Coote for his constant grumbling, then turned on
MacLiammóir for being late and not apologising, and for slacking throughout the day. Edwards
arrived and pitched in. Such was the mood among the actors in Venice, in August 1949. ‘Oh
dear!’ sighs Compton to her journal.2Anchise Brizzi having departed with Alberto Fusi, G.R.
Aldo took over as cinematographer for the Venice shoot. He had been director of photography
on Visconti’s masterpiece La Terra Trema; no doubt Welles refrained from mentioning that he
had walked out of the film in disgust when he saw it at the Venice Festival two years earlier. Aldo
shared the position of director of photography with Alvaro Mancori, the assistant cameraman on
Black Magic and an Othello veteran: he had shot some of the Venetian sequences a year earlier.
Aldo didn’t last long this time round: once, according to Mancori, he told Welles that a shot he
proposed wouldn’t work. ‘Shoot the picture,’ roared Welles. ‘I’ll worry about what works and what
doesn’t. Nothing’s impossible. I’ll cut it if it doesn’t work out.’ Shortly afterwards Aldo departed.
Mancori was careful not to make the same mistake. He observed Welles closely. ‘Welles had a
terrible character. Frightening if riled. A bully. If he bellowed at you, he did no more than that. But
if he was quiet . . . watch out. A strange animal indeed.’ He came to respect Welles nonetheless,
despite his being, as Mancori put it, ‘full of little manias’, which included always blaming
someone else: the actors, the crew or, as often as not, the cameraman.With what Mancori
described as his 360-degree vision, Welles missed nothing.3 As an actor, he was always
conscious of his exact position. In one shot that involved the old-fashioned Parvo Debrie
camera, he could catch sight of himself in a mirror that lit up when the lens changed; while he
was acting he would check in the mirror to see whether his framing was right. He didn’t hesitate
to make the operators repeat camera moves over and over again, which drove them mad, but he
knew exactly what he wanted. His ingenuity was limitless: ‘lances held aloft by an array of
soldiers were small splinters in thimbles on each finger of a hand,’ writes Alberto Anile in his
indispensable Orson Welles in Italy. ‘A sheet flapping next to a basin of water was a sail on the
Mediterranean sea.’ At such moments Welles rediscovered his childlike delight in the medium,
reminding himself that it was, as he had so memorably remarked when he first went to RKO, ‘the
best electric train set a boy ever had’.As only an Italian perhaps would, Mancori even grudgingly
admired Welles’s outlandishly capricious behaviour on the set, because he carried it off with
such flourish. He would call the entire crew and actors for nine in the morning, and then show up
at six in the evening surrounded by pretty women and a chap playing the accordion. ‘What can
you do with a man like that?’ asked Mancori plaintively. It takes a nearly superhuman level of
chutzpah to behave in this fashion on a film set, which at the best of times is a seething mass of
resentments and mutinies waiting to happen. It is a gauntlet thrown down, an explicit assertion of
personal status, which says: ‘Defy me if you dare.’ It is behaviour designed to provoke. And



provocation was one of Welles’s central strategies – a technique, in fact. ‘If everything’s going
well,’ said Trauner, ‘you can rely on him to come up with something that throws everything into
doubt. It’s subconscious.’4 It is a tactic that breeds adrenalin and counteracts complacency; it
was deeply embedded in Welles’s temperament.On Othello the particular target of this approach
was Suzanne Cloutier. It has been suggested (by her, among others) that Welles wanted to have
sex with her, and that his subsequent behaviour towards her was an extended punishment for
her having rejected of him. Welles was perfectly capable of behaving in that way, but it seems
that with Cloutier it was less to do with sex than with a fundamental temperamental hostility. As
MacLiammóir has indicated, she was at core made of steel, despite the little black rag doll that
accompanied her everywhere and her unceasing attempts at artless girlishness. MacLiammóir’s
reproduction of her conversation gives a vivid sense of what it was about her that enraged
Welles: ‘She had too much heart, that was her secret. She meant psychically speaking in the
main, because she was, in the main, a psychical person. Sometimes she didn’t believe she was
of this earth at all, especially when her heartbeats made her feel she was nothing more or less
than a Bird. All that was purely spiritual. As for physical side, well, her heart was the wonder and
despair of every specialist in Paris, to say nothing of Ottawa, Hollywood and other centres of
learning.’Welles instinctively sensed resistance. His methods of breaking Cloutier down were
unrelenting, worthy of The Taming of the Shrew. ‘He had the habit of nibbling pumpkin,’ reported
Mancori, ‘and he would spit the seeds at her as she was doing her part. He knew what the
camera would and wouldn’t pick up. He wanted her to speak perfect Shakespearean English
while he spat at her, poor woman.’ MacLiammóir records the battle of wills between them –
Welles scornfully dubbed her ‘Schnucks’ – but spares the harsh details revealed by Mancori. On
one occasion she was keen to visit her ailing mother in London. Welles refused point-blank.
Taking pity on her, Mancori quietly checked the schedule: she was in the clear for a few days.
She went. As it happens, Welles went to London too, and one evening chanced to walk into the
restaurant in which Cloutier was dining. She burst into tears; he beat his fists on the table and
roared at her, ‘I told you not to come! Who told you to come?’ Eventually she admitted it was
Mancori. Welles confronted him: ‘You did something that went against my wishes. I had said no
because . . . I know why I didn’t want her to go!’5Cloutier spent a great deal of her time during the
film in tears, but Welles never really got to her. She was wrapped up in a cotton-wool ball of her
own self-obsession. She and Welles had something in common – they were both fabulists,
masters of self-reinvention. When her future husband, Peter Ustinov, first met her, she told him
that her mother was a German Jew and that her father was a Native American, neither of which
was even remotely true. In later years Cloutier pretended that she and Welles had got on very
well, and that they remained close friends; this was not true, though at the very end of filming
they had arrived at a kind of truce.For once Welles, normally violently opposed to spectators on
a film set, allowed glamorous visitors to watch while they worked, perhaps thinking he might be
able to get some much-needed money out of them: ‘Astonishing figure arrives,’ reported Fay
Compton in her diary. ‘Cross between Witch in fairy-tale and one-time telephone cover – turns



out to be Diana Duff Cooper with a more than usually offensive staring society group. Their
manners are really alarming.’ This was Lady Diana Cooper, the great socialite and one-time
heroine of Max Reinhardt’s legendary production of The Miracle. The next visitor was Welles’s
co-star and sparring partner from Jane Eyre, Joan Fontaine, and then Joseph Cotten turned up
for lunch with Welles, which threw Cloutier into a terrible state: ‘Desdemona tied up with nerves
and therefore unable to speak, let alone act,’ noted the relentless Compton. ‘Nervy and touchy
as hell over her hair etc. . . .’ Both Cotten and Fontaine (as a page), but not Lady Diana, were
slipped into a shot, so successfully disguised that they are invisible in the finished film. The
scene they were shooting – four minutes long at the most, shot in the cloister of a Byzantine
church – went on endlessly till they ran out of light, whereupon Welles turned it into a night-
shoot, but it still wouldn’t come right. It was Death in Venice weather, the heat from the notorious
sirocco all but unbearable, causing Hilton Edwards acute distress. ‘Am amazed at Orson’s
patience in the face of maddening situations,’ confided Fay Compton to her diary. ‘Also have
great respect for him as director and love working for him.’6A day later, Welles disappeared; it
was left to Fanto to tell the actors that the rest of the film would be shot in Rome, at the Scalera
Studios, where Trauner had built an elaborate set reproducing parts of Mogador and Venice.
Compton had to be back in London to do a play, so she was anxious at the chaos that seemed
to have overtaken the film, with very little being shot; in fact what they did mostly was reshooting,
because Welles thought what they had was too pretty. Compton’s affection and respect for
Welles grew daily: she was exactly the sort of actor Welles loved, a feisty pro, with no grand
ideas about herself, but an absolute determination to get it right. ‘Orson has thought of brilliant
but devilish way to do villainy speech. I am ashamed to say it took me 25 takes to get it. Orson
doesn’t seem to mind.’ She had not yet been paid, but on she went. The following night they shot
through a storm. Then it was discovered that the last two intricate shots had been on dud
negative. ‘Our half-witted script girl loses the other half and can’t give Orson any of the
information he needs as to what is good and what isn’t. Nobody will take blame. Eventually,
assistant cameraman, Fusi, is blamed and sacked, and taken back again. Storm raging through
all this.’ There was no more film left: the plane bringing fresh supplies had broken down at
Cannes. ‘Orson raging – naturally – but still behaving a jolly sight better than most people
would.’The following day Welles told her that he had seen the rushes and that she was
‘sensational’ and that the crew referred to her as la Duse Inglese, after the greatest of all Italian
actresses, Eleonora Duse. En passant, Welles confessed to her that he had developed an
intense dislike for Suzanne Cloutier. ‘She’s a silly little thing,’ Compton admitted, ‘and selfish and
stubborn, but has a nice side to her and I don’t think she deserves such loathing.’ The following
day she changed her mind: ‘Last shot of day with Suzanne. Help! Perfectly simple shot but of
course she repeatedly muffs it. She’s had all day to learn one line – won’t listen to Orson –
combination of stupidity and stubbornness – and dares to say she is tired. Gets told off by Orson
– rightly . . . at last we finish and go home. Suzanne in tears in car.’ At the dinner break, Welles
went off to Rome on a date and didn’t come back for three hours, leaving the actors and the



crew kicking their heels. ‘Naughty,’ writes the doting Miss Compton, more than half-admiringly.
Rome was in the grip of a heatwave; the electricity was down in the city and two old generators
were blowing hot air into an already stifling studio. When Welles returned to the studio, an
electrical storm suddenly blew up; he ordered the cameramen to shoot it: who knows, he said,
what use he might not put it to? Finally, at the end of the week, and in good time to get to her
rehearsals in London, Compton was discharged, garlanded with praise and presents; it was her
birthday. ‘What an extraordinary experience this has been. Wouldn’t have missed it for the
world.’7Two days later, on 19 September 1949, shooting was again suspended. MacLiammóir
and Edwards – Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to Welles’s Hamlet – hung about, as they had
done so often since Othello began, in a sort of upholstered limbo, dining and drinking and
visiting theatres in Europe’s finest watering holes (Paris, Berlin, Brussels) until next called upon
to make an appearance. The call finally came in October, when MacLiammóir was summoned to
Viterbo, a little to the north of Rome, for a few days’ filming. They did reverse shots on a scene
filmed three months earlier in Safi, and the death of Desdemona, upon completing which Welles
abruptly sped off, in full make-up, back to Rome. The shoot then moved to Venice, ‘cold, wave-
ridden, echoing to the sound of bells and distant footsteps and the lapping of water on the
marble, inexorably beautiful in the mirrored autumn twilight’, as MacLiammóir moodily put it,
convinced now that if he and Edwards – who had joined him for various scenes as Brabantio –
ever again played on a real stage in Dublin, ‘it would be a miracle’. The Italian shooting was
completed in a month, some of it shot with Welles in absentia while he searched for new
locations; on such occasions, Washinsky directed.Once filming was complete, MacLiammóir,
Edwards and Cloutier were flown first to Marseilles, en route – as they believed – for Morocco
again; but instead of North Africa, they were transported to the idyllic artists’ colony at Saint-Paul-
de-Vence in Provence, where they were greeted gloomily by Welles, who immediately set off for
Paris. A few days later they joined him there. No explanation was ever offered for any of these
bewildering peregrinations. Their lives had turned into a major-key rehash of Waiting for Godot,
with a dash of Kafka – major key because they were excellently fed and watered and the
locations were all charming, but the sense of disorientation was acute. They were beginning to
doubt whether they would see Dublin that Christmas: ‘feel sure that Orson has plans for large
Christmas tree in market-place at Mogador, entertainment probably to include brief but startling
appearance of O himself as Santa Claus’. As if in defiance of the chaotic reality, Welles made a
public announcement that Othello had completed filming and that he would soon be starting
work on Ulysses, which was certainly putting a brave face on things.The truth of the matter was
that he was increasingly anxious about money; his last earnings had been in April, on The Black
Rose. With no handy $100,000 on offer from a passing blockbuster, he had started to think in
terms of a theatre tour, to kick off in Paris and then to play such centres as Brussels, Antwerp,
Lille and Amsterdam. It would consist of a double bill comprising The Importance of Being
Earnest (slightly cut) and Marlowe’s Dr Faustus (savagely cut). Edwards would direct Earnest
and play Canon Chasuble and Marlowe’s Prologue; Welles would direct Faustus and play



Algernon Moncrieff and Faustus; while MacLiammóir would play Jack Worthing and
Mephistopheles, having by now presumably accepted that villainy was well within his range.
Suzanne Cloutier would play Cecily and – ‘poor child’, remarks MacLiammóir – Helen of Troy,
while Fay Compton, if they could get her back, would be Lady Bracknell. They would ask Dior to
design the costumes and André Derain to do the set. Of course they would.After a few more
days of ebullient planning, still at the stage where everything seems possible – Dior? pourquoi
pas? Derain? mais naturellement – Edwards and MacLiammóir gratefully returned, just in time
for Christmas, to Dublin, where a card from Welles was waiting for them: ‘Miss you badly already
and hope for wonderful things in New Year.’ There were affectionate phone calls on Christmas
Day, but no certainty as to what was going to happen next. Welles wrote to them from the Hotel
Lancaster in Paris, by no means encouragingly: ‘As 1949 prepares to die of old age I want to
acknowledge that I’ve made it pretty awful for both of you. Come what may (and it probably will)
you deserve to know how earnestly I’m going to balance the budget before next Christmas . . .’8
But then, in the New Year, something wonderful happened, just as Welles had hoped: the
French-Algerian financier/producer Edmond Tenoudji of Films Marceau came through with 12
million francs in exchange for the French distribution rights, so filming could resume.In mid-
January 1950, MacLiammóir was duly summoned to Mogador, which was reached, as usual, by
slow and exhausting steps via Paris and Fez. There were some changes of personnel: George
Fanto was now sole director of photography; young Patrice Dally (who would later assist on
Rififi) replaced Washinsky as assistant director; and James Allan was art director in place of
Trauner. Welles himself did not appear for ten days and, when he did, it was with a lovely
Swedish actress on his arm, a very classy tootsie indeed, dubbed by MacLiammóir ‘Belle of
Stockholm’. For the most part, filming was focused and productive; with the aid of photographs
and print-outs of footage, Welles and Fanto had worked out in advance exactly what was
needed to complete the film. Time was limited, money tight. None of the other actors, apart from
the irrepressible ‘Schnucks’, were present. Everyone and anyone was liable to be enlisted into
lending a back, a shoulder or a neck, supposedly belonging to Cassio, Montano or Roderigo.
Welles was in bonhomous form, which may have been not unconnected to the presence at his
side of ‘Belle of Stockholm’, with whom from time to time he would slip off. ‘Orson disappeared
to unknown destination,’ wrote MacLiammóir. ‘Maybe the Moon but suspect Casablanca.’ On
such occasions Welles would leave long and detailed instructions as to precisely what he
wanted shot.‘Canons from the wall as already established . . . if there is a windless day, remove
the flags from the standards because they would look ridiculous without wind. The camera
doesn’t move from Othello to the castle but from the castle, through the wall, to Othello; the
opposite of what would seem logical . . . hand held camera following the flight of seagulls for the
idea of delirium . . . shot of canons firing and Othello rising to his feet after epileptic fit: use
English film . . . DON’T FORGET THE CANONS DON’T FORGET THE CANONS.’All this, said
Mancori, ‘in imperfect Italian’.9The mood darkened somewhat when the unit transferred to
Mazagan, to the north of Mogador where Welles had discovered a fifteenth-century Portuguese



cistern of striking appearance, outside which he had decided to take a wide-shot of the brawl
between Cassio, Montano and Roderigo (all played by doubles, of course); later, Desdemona
would meet her end there. ‘Its beauty, of undeniable and bewildering quality,’ wrote
MacLiammóir, ‘only equalled by its enormous size, foetid, clinging air, and general aspect of
nameless doom.’ Transforming it into a filmable location was a huge labour, which Welles
entrusted to George Fanto, who had now become de facto production manager, as well as
director of photography. Fanto set to work, day and night, with his crew, restoring columns, filling
the cistern with water into which, somewhat riskily, he put aniline dye to make it sparkle, and
building interlocking platforms to keep the lights and cables out of the water. ‘It took endless
hours of work with unskilled Moroccan labour.’10 Finally, suffering from laryngitis and a high
fever, he took himself off to the hotel, much to Welles’s freely expressed vexation. His
reproaches greatly upset Fanto. Welles wrote him a note later that night, telling him that he
deeply appreciated how much he had sacrificed to keep on working in the cistern, but, ‘my dear
George, it does not justify the general (that’s you) walking off the set because you’re hungry or
tired or sick’. Next day he sent him another, longer letter. It is a remarkable document in many
ways. Welles begins by apologizing to Fanto for his bullying, assuring him that, if Fanto should
ever take ‘the human risk’ of working with him again, he would not be subjected to such
behaviour. He recognizes that any cameraman working on such a tight schedule would need
strength of character, and even more so when having to accommodate what Welles
acknowledges to be his often unreasonable demands. Pushing, Welles explains, is often a
necessary expedient, if never a pleasant one.He acknowledges, however, that his method of
carrying out such pushing may not be the right one for Fanto – is, in fact, ‘obviously all wrong.’But
there’s no use my pretending that under these present conditions my style of pushing on a set is
going to change. And when any shot (an exterior without lighting especially) isn’t ready after
nearly two hours I’m afraid I’ll be heard from, nor am I likely to welcome replies in terms of marital
difficulties, divorces and such personal items.11Welles refuses to regard such talk as
‘courageous,’ lamenting, as he had done at the time, the introduction of the personal note
whenever he feels the need to crack the whip. In response to Fanto’s plea that such measures
should be avoided, Welles comments, ‘I’d very much like to be able to throw that instrument
away, but the shorter the budget the longer the whip.’ He hardly needs, he says, to remind Fanto
that their budget is as short as they come, that they are ‘nerve-rackingly enough at the dead-end
of [their] money and indeed of money-making possibilities.’ They have to stay on schedule; there
is no option.Welles again asserts his deep and warm friendship with Fanto, but goes on to make
it clear that he does not regard the matter in hand as being either of friendship or even of good
will. He will be tactful, he says, in his future dealings with Fanto, but bluntly warns him that if
Fanto ever falls behind in his work as he had done the day before, ‘I will break my
promise.’Welles ends by saying that it would delight him if Fanto were not to decide against
working under such conditions, protesting again that he wants Fanto to know how enormously
he regrets his part in the previous day’s unpleasantness.It is the letter of a monomaniac, a man



for whom no rules, no human considerations exist when there is a film to be made. He
demanded the maximum of himself – that much no one could deny – and he expected the same
of all his partners in the work: he has an almost Christ-like expectation that those who work for
him will be ready to abandon mother, wife, child: He that loveth father or mother more than me is
not worthy of me: and he that loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me. Welles is
the way, the truth and the life: he who is not with him is against him. For a man of a religious
disposition like Fanto, it was an irresistible call. In an age long before health-and-safety
regulations, Welles expected that his cohorts would risk everything for the film. For him. It is the
language of a commander rallying the troops – Henry V, Patton. And it is true that Welles was
waging war on all fronts, and that, for the film, it was a matter of life and death. And there would
always be people who were ready to take, as Welles so pithily put it, the human risk of working
with him.There is a postscript to the letter:If you aren’t better, don’t come to work till you are. If
you determine to get up – then you must stay up.Fanto got up; and he stayed up. Who wouldn’t
have?As it happens, it was Hilton Edwards who actually directed the sequence in the cistern.
Welles genuinely wanted his old boss to try his hand at the medium, insisting, as he always had
done, that there was no skill to directing movies that couldn’t be picked up by an intelligent
person in a morning, but also convinced that a stage director as imaginative and forceful as
Edwards undoubtedly was, would be an excellent film director. Edwards was shyly determined to
give it a stab; Welles very seriously proposed during the making of Othello that Edwards should
direct a film of Julius Caesar with Welles as Brutus. There is no question that Welles meant this
sincerely; but the offer was another manifestation of the complicated relationship that he had
with Edwards and MacLiammóir, indissoluble partners in life and in art (though no longer, for
many years past, in bed). Edwards was to all outward appearances a hearty, vigorously
masculine man, MacLiammóir a feline aesthete with something uncanny about him, witty,
eloquent and unnervingly intuitive. Welles was instinctively drawn to Edwards, with whom he
made common cause, sometimes to the exclusion of MacLiammóir: he and Edwards – sensible
men of the world, practical, efficient, capable – mocking MacLiammóir’s vanity, his apparent
illogicality, his inability to handle the electrical or mechanical apparatuses of the twentieth
century.MacLiammóir watched, bided his time, made mental notes – and written ones, too, in the
diary he religiously kept, day in and day out, in Irish, as a protection against prying eyes. ‘Why is
it, I wonder,’ wrote Welles in the surprisingly candid Foreword to Put Money in Thy Purse:that
most of us who are Micheál Mac Liammóir’s friends – having never been his victims – are so
very certain that at any minute we might be? . . . In company, that Micheál of ours doesn’t slash
or slaughter, or even prick, but lavishly spreads about him, instead, the pleasant oils and balms
of good humour. He is an entertainer rather than a conquistador, a good companion, who could
certainly scratch, but who prefers to purr . . . I now reveal his true, his darkest secret. It is simple
almost to the point of squalor: he keeps a diary!Welles’s friendship with the partners was a deep
one, one of the deepest of his life, a potent brew of something almost filial with something nearly
sexual, but it had endured (and was again to endure) some very rough patches, at which Put



Money in Thy Purse only hints. Rocky times were to come.Meanwhile there was the bravura
opening sequence of Othello to be shot: the funeral processions of Othello and Desdemona,
and what MacLiammóir fearfully referred to as the Cage Scene, in which Iago is roughly hauled
up to the top of the ramparts in a wooden crate as Othello and Desdemona are carried off in
their coffins. ‘This Orson’s invention and I’ve been dreading it for months.’ As he was hauled up,
the local population stood in respectful silence; as he descended, they applauded. After that it
was down to the Cistern, ‘the Underworld’, as MacLiammóir named it, ‘gazing camera left with
tense expression at nobody at all, turning, twisting, peering through windows, and getting myself
kicked, prodded, slapped, pushed, and trodden on by extras till I was black and blue’; and then
back to the ramparts, to be dragged along at the end of a piece of rope with what he called the
dog-collar round his neck, tugged and jerked back and forth and sideways. The final sequence
on which MacLiammóir worked was the intricate travelling shot in the scene that preceded
Othello’s epileptic fit. There were seven takes, MacLiammóir noted, and it was by now 7 March;
after the last take, Welles announced, ‘Mr MacLiammóir, I am happy to tell you you are now an
out-of-work actor. You have finished Iago.’ Like many other things to do with the film of Othello,
this valediction proved to be illusory, but for the time being it inspired MacLiammóir to a celestial
vision of his ‘friends and fellow-adventurers’, which forms the last paragraph of Put Money in Thy
Purse:Already I see them in my mind’s eye as if painted on a gauze, through which the back-
stage lighting will presently shine, revealing other scenes and other characters . . . Trauner and
Dally and Brizzi and dear Fanto and the rest of them standing in serried ranks, the banners of
their trades a-flutter stiffly above their heads. And behind and beyond them all is Orson,
mysteriously grimacing as he lolls towards them with hands outstretched, waving Godspeed
from his rolling banks of cumulus and thunder-cloud, the Painted Lightning forked ambiguously
behind his head.Welles had no such sense of celestial harmony. His first job, once he was back
in Rome, was to raise money to start to put all this together; not to mention paying the cast and,
indeed, Trauner. All local sources of revenue had dried up. He discovered that his old friend
Darryl Zanuck was holidaying at Cap d’Antibes and so, in a reckless gesture, he climbed into a
cab and told the driver to take him to the French Riviera. Once he’d found Zanuck at supper with
friends, Welles knelt before him and begged for help. Zanuck offered him nearly 200 million lire
in exchange for 50 per cent of the English-language distribution rights. Italian currency
restrictions meant that he had to justify the amount with the authorities, which Papi, still
production manager (but no longer Padovani’s lover), duly arranged, at the same time applying
for financing for an extra ten weeks’ shooting. No wonder the Painted Lightning in
MacLiammóir’s vision had forked ambiguously behind Welles’s head. The final tableau was far
from achieved.Welles himself went to Taormina, taking with him the script of Ulysses – not the
version over which Borneman had so long toiled, but a rival version to be produced by Dino De
Laurentiis and directed by the great German director G.W. Pabst, with Greta Garbo coming out
of her decade-long retirement to play Penelope, and Welles himself in the title-role. He hummed
and hawed long enough to convince De Laurentiis that he was going to go ahead with his own



version, and was duly paid a lot of money not to do so. But however much Welles got from De
Laurentiis, it was not enough to take Othello forward or to cover his debts, despite the dribble of
funds being slowly released from 20th Century Fox. Welles was gently but embarrassingly
reminded of what he owed MacLiammóir and, to a lesser tune, Edwards, both of whom were in
desperate trouble financially: they believed – with the perfect financial innocence that had
characterised the whole of their always perilous tenure of the Gate Theatre – that they would be
paid for the whole period of their work on the film, rather than just the days they had actually
filmed.As a way of killing a number of birds with one stone, Welles began to turn again to the
plans for a theatre evening, about which he and Edwards and MacLiammóir had become so
excited the previous December. MacLiammóir had said then that he and Welles were longing ‘to
trumpet about on a stage again’, which was certainly true for MacLiammóir and probably true for
Welles. It was presumably in Taormina that he ran up the two plays that he proposed they should
do – not the bewilderingly improbable double bill of The Importance of Being Earnest and Dr
Faustus that he had originally suggested, but an entirely new play satirising Hollywood, called
The Unthinking Lobster, and a new version of the Faust story, incorporating chunks of Marlowe
and Milton plus a pinch of Dante, all washed down with a lot of Welles. To this he gave the name
Time Runs (‘The stars move still,’ says Faustus as he dies, ‘time runs, the clock will strike / The
Devil will come and Faustus must be damn’d’). He called the double bill The Blessed and the
Damned, and they represent Welles’s first and only attempt at playwriting since his two boyhood
efforts, written before he was seventeen; he had long ago shown himself to be a play-editor of
genius, but that of course is a very different skill.
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Tom From NY, “A fine volume by any standard. Fascinating and eminently readable, vastly
informative from start to finish. The third volume of Callow's biography of Orson Welles covers a
period encompassing such works as TOUCH OF EVIL, THE TRIAL, and the sublime CHIMES
AT MIDNIGHT. Welles' ability to inspire and infuriate is amply documented, but never descends
into sensationalism. A fine volume by any standard.One thing, though. The book, in its first
edition from Viking, gives every indication of being a hardcover version of the uncorrected proof.
Typos abound, names are mis-spelled (the great actor Marcel Dalio is misidentified as Dallio
twice, once in the text and again in the index), the words "vintage Welles" "quintessential Welles"
and "quintessentially Wellesian" appear far too frequently (even appearing all in the same
paragraph), and a melancholy couple of sentences about TOUCH OF EVIL being "one for
posterity" appears on one page and then again, almost verbatim, seven pages later. Come on,
Viking, this book is too important for such sloppiness.”

Guy Montag, “Volume 3 of the biography of a large talented man with a larger ego!. The third
volume in the creative but exasperated life of Orson Welles. Callow originally thought three
volumes would be enough but he says in the preface he still has to cover the last 20 years of
Welles’ life. This will include his services as pitchman for Paul Masson’s wine and frozen peas!.
Google these for the outtakes for laughs. Can’t wait for volume 4.”

Dave Pfeiffer, “Portrait of an unpleasant genius.. This multi-volume biography is the perfect
match of subject and writer. After "One Man Band" you won't likeWelles as much, but you'll
appreciate him and his masterful accomplishments much more”

Ebook Library Reader, “After Kane and Hollywood, Welles in all his complexity. This is Orson
Welles in all his complexity, from filming his landmark Othello and MacBeth through his
European exile, the making of Touch of Evil, The Trial and Chimes at Midnight, and struggles as
an actor, director and celebrity. Resuming his multi-volume bio after the Hollywood years, Simon
Callow is honest enough to show the flaws (and there were many), but never loses sight of
Welles' originality and genius. Must-read film history.”

James D. Long, “Nothing Callow About This Tome. A very satisfying third volume in Actor/Author
Simon Callow's magnum opus on the life of legendary filmmaker, magician and raconteur Orson
Welles. Mr. Callow is to be commended for relentlessly digging deeply enough to dispel the
decades of Wellesian mythology (much of it coming from Welles) that has been taken for truth.
Callow wraps his very readable investigation in style, wit and much appreciation for Welles. A
must-read for any Welles fan.”

C. M Mills, “Orson Welles: Volume 3 One Man Band is the third of a projected four volume



biography of the director genius. Orson Welles was a big man weighing almost 300 pounds.
Welles was also the possessor of a giant ego, intellect and gusto for life in all of itsforms,. Welles
Renaissance Man life is being extensively chronicled by Simon Callow. Callow is a British actor,
author and expert on Welles.In this volume we follow Welles career and personal life from 1947
through 1968. The protean Welles directed such masterpieces in this era asMr Arkadin, Othello,
Moby Dick on stage, a ballet, A Touch of Evil and won widespread fame for his eleven minute
turn as the evil Harry Lime in the David Lean classic "The Third Man." This was the period of
Orson's European exile during the blacklisting era in Hollywood. Welles was notorious for his left
wing views. He absorbed much during his self-imposed European film career. Welles was
always trying to make money to make his films such as Macbeth and Don Quixote.Welles was a
one man band of rebellion against staid Hollywood slick productions and Victorian era morality.
Welles could be selfish, combative and behave like the consummate narcissistic personality he
was. He was also a great artist. Simon Callow's erudite prose and analysis of Welles makes this
one of the best biographies ever written of an entertainer in print. Not for everyone but film buffs,
Welles fans and anyone wanting to learn more about the magical world of moviemaking will
enjoy this third installment.”

david yarnell, “Five Stars. Can never get enough of Welles ...the triumphs and
failures...GARGANTUAN ....well told here.”

Adam C.Kent, “The story of Welles's self-imposed exile in the late forties .... The story of
Welles's self-imposed exile in the late forties and fifties is actually more interesting than the tale
of his meteoric rise to fame and glory as told in volume I.”

Garcia Wise, “Callow does it again. I agree with Dr Prynn. This is by far the most enjoyable of
the volumes so far, and I've enjoyed them all. Perhaps it's because by this time, Welles' pattern
of narcissistic infantilist genius has become almost a self-fulfilling prophesy of enormous dreams
somehow sold short by Welles' own abnegation of responsibility. Always managing to blame
others for his shortcomings, carefully sidestepping the blame for any failures, and simply running
away when his creditors (sometimes dear friends) got too close, Welles still manages to be
beguiling, seductive and inspirational to the artists around him, many of whom seem to return
time and again, knowing that they will probably never get their promised salaries paid.
Nevertheless, for all Welles' faults, how many of us wouldn't give our right arm to have spent an
evening with this legend of raconteurs?For all the shortcomings of the sound in his films and the
strange, declamatory tone of much of his dialogue (his own is often mumbled), and his
obsession with revoicing, which gives his films quite an artificial tone, turn the sound off (if, like
me, you are re-watching the films) and you will see a genius of image, light and staging whose
powers of improvisation grew as his budgets shrank.Finally, to Simon Callow's treatment of his
subject. Detailed and deft as ever, you get the feeling that for all it's ever-growing length, there's



a lot in this volume that he couldn't even include, and many anecdotes that you wish could be
explored even further. Callow has wonderful insights, particularly into Welles' strengths and
weaknesses as an actor. Nevertheless, while I agree with much of what he says, be aware that
Callow very much has an 'angle' on his subject, which is based upon that analysis; and another
biographer might have a different view.Still, compulsive reading.”

Dr. B. Prynn, “The middle life of the enfant terrible is shown in all its sometimes exciting and at ....
There has been quite a gap between the second volume of the biography and this, the third,
which continues to show the in depth and wide ranging research which has gone into its
production. The middle life of the enfant terrible is shown in all its sometimes exciting and at
times horrifying detail - Welles' impossibility as a work colleague and his child like need always
to be the centre of attention and to control his environment. His extraordinary ability with the
camera and to apparently know instinctively how to shoot a scene to achieve the result he wants
is described more than once, each time thrillingly. The pity of Welles' life in terms of his lack of
understanding of how human relationships can work which led to his inability to coninue on the
brilliant path which began in his twenties, is ably portrayed.”

BRIAN MOWAT, “MEMORABLE CONTRIBUTIONS TO SEVERAL FORMS OF MEDIA. Orson
Welles had an original talent with a distinctive style in performance and Simon Callow shows
how he made memorable contributions to several forms of media - television, radio, film, theatre
- during the years 1947 to 1965, the One-Man-Band period of his life. Callow is certainly frank
about Welles's failures and why they happened. He brings his own experience as a performer to
bear in assessing triumphs and flops.”

Andrew McSkimming, “If you enjoyed Vol 2, then you will love this. This charts Welles's exile in
Europe (mainly Italy) in the 1950's and early 1960's and is essential reading for anyone who has
enjoyed the previous two chapters of Simon Callow's magisterial biography of Welles. Can't wait
for part four!”

Ebook Libraryuser, “Looking forward to Volume 4. This is a continuation of the other two and is
equally excellent. My only complaint is that the Kindle formatting isn't very good. The quotation
passages are in a very small font so you have to expand the font size to read which makes the
rest of the text look like a children's book. Any chance of an updated version ?”

The book by Simon Callow has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 80 people have provided feedback.
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